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To A. J. O'B.,

My Shooting Partner.

I've samples sport and work, and gall and wine,

My years for pension near the twenty-one

—

Here's to you, John ! Did ever you repine.

Of birds divided, weie they yonrs or mine,

The long years through ? Yon'revot that fort of Gun.

So I revive by my fireside at Home
Rich memories of the fields we used to roam.

The snowy Spoonlnlls tack across the ;

Tlie Curlew tunes liis melanclioly pi] :

We're out for Driven Duck. I see tl Teal

Climb for your second barrel ; past us steal

Godwits and Hastered Stilts, or, may be. Snipe,

And. mark ! a soaring Pintail (bless him") runs

The fiery gauntlet of the waiting guns.

Again the Geese sweep landwards from the shore

;

Together on the Indus bank we walk

;

We hunt the furtive Bustard as of yore
;

Hark ! in the Suleimans a lone Chnkor

Calls, or we hear the racy Salt Range talk.

(jQod days they were, and, now I see their end.

All for the sliaring sweeter, weien't they, friend ?

Your Camel softly pads along the trail

;

In the red dawn you hear tlie questing Owl
;

You place your call-birds in the wheat for Quail
;

Among the reeds, see! runs a water Kail

Do you remeviher Mornis Jangle Fowl ?

Ah ! When the strong winged Sandgrouse swoop and

pack.

Over your butt, John, sometimes vAsli me back.

R. C. B.





PIIEFACE.

Tlie object of this little book is to meet the needs

both of the beginner in Ornithology and of the sportsman

with vvliom natnre-study is not the first consideration, yet

whowonld gladly identify what he shoots if he is furnished

with easy means of doing so.

The Individual Notes in Chapters V to XIII are

largely " scissors and paste" It has seemed best to give

exact quotations from the standard authorities. Where
those authorities have themselves drawn on others, it is

unnecessary, for reasons of s[)ace, to state that "Hume
quotes Seebohm "' etc, etc.. and the name of the original

writer alone lias been given. The following main works

to which the author is indebted are briefly described in

the body of the book by the names italicised. His grate-

ful thanks are to all the authors and publishers noted,

with whose kind permission his quotations have been

made.

Autbor (sliort )

description).

Hume and ^Marshall

{Hume.)

Gates and Blanford
[tauna.)

Oates

Stuurt Baker

Finn

Pycraft

Ilankin

Book. Publisher.

Game Birds of Bri-
tish India, Bufma
and Ceylon.

Fauna of British In-
dia, inclu'ticg Cey-
lon and Burma,

Manual of the Game
Birds of India.

The Indian Ducks and
their Allies.

The Water Fowl of

India and Asia.

A'History of Birds...

Animal Flight

Bombay Natural His-
tory Society's Jour-
nal.

Messrs. Uixiubotham.

Me.«srs. Francis and
Taylor, under autho-
rity ."of the iSecretary
of State.

A. J. Combridge and
Co.

Bombay Natural His-
tory Society.

Thacker Spink and Co.

Metliuen and Co.

Iliffe and. Co.

Bombay Natural His-
tory Society.
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Il is hoped that, since the Ueatmeut ut' many topics

ill this book has been brief, the reader will be induced to

refer to the standard authorities in original.

Cliapter II has been reproduced by the courtesy of the
lUastraltd Tlines of India, in which it first appeared.

The author records his grateful thanks to the authori-

ties of the Karachi Zoo by whom he was enabled to take

certain [)hotographs of the various Ducks in full dress.

The new trinomial .system of nomenclature, which
is as yet perhaps unfamiliar to sportsmen in India generally

and is needlessly technical for the [jurposes of this book,

has not been used.
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PART I.

CHAPTER I

Methods of Duck Shooting.

1. There are many ways of shooting Duck, and those Various

who at all specialise in each will say that their own '^«t'>?ds of

Single one is right. The beginner may favour walking Duck-
them up, when he is more or less safe of one gratifying " ^^'^Iking

'' sitter." Far be it from the writer to decry the fj'v^ling^'-^'^'
sportsman who stalks birds in this way. Often it is and
the only thing to be done, and the mere fact of having "Pri^'i'ig"

approached wary or well-educated fowl sufficiently near
for a shot is often in itself an achievement. The
shooter's opportunities of doing anything on a bigger
scale may moreover be limited. He may be the kind
of man also, the more credit to him, who likes watching
the ways of birds before he fires at them. Nor is it

always so easy as it seems to hit your bird at near range
as he tumbles up out of cover. Then there is the
occasional individual, rare enough doubtless in India
now, who uses the punt-gun. One of the finest natural-
ists that India has produced, however, Hume, was an
enthusiast with the <' swivel," which he compares
contemptuously with the mere "shoulder-gun," and
it was on this account and because he loved flight-
shooting at night and even, strange as it may seem,
netting, that we owe him so much close and accu-
rate obser\ation of the habits of the Duck tribe.
"There is more skill, knowledge and endurance brought
into play " he wrote in the Game Birds of British India,
Burma or Ceylon in 1879 and 1881, "and therefore
more eporl in one day's big gun shooting than in a week
of even exceptional twelve-bore shooting, but punts and
swivels, here and at home, have utterly gone out of
fashion and no gentleman now-a-days knows how to
use them

, and it is useless playing the part of a
laudator temporis acti or saying more of a form of sport
which, however glorious, is as much extinct, where my
readers are concerned, as falconry and hawking."

A good account, from his own pen, of one of Hume's
holocausts is given under the Grarganey Teal in the Indi-
vidual Notes to Chapter XI. One maybe tliankful if the
punt-gunner has practically disappeared. If he had not
there would probably be fewer Duck, despite the protec-
tion afforded by migration, in India than there are now.
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To tnodern ideas wild-fowling on inland fresh water

where the birds are sufficiently accessible, does not seem

justifiable ; it may well be left, as at home, to the salt

water estuaries where certain species are obtainable in

no other way.

To the writer's mind, the most sporting method of

shooting Duck is driving them, whether you merely lie

up ill cover at a place wlieie the birds will pass and

repass and have them put up by beaters oi-. in jkilH with

high and plentiful cover that yet does not prevent pass-

age, cruise aliout in a party of several guns disposed in

different boats, each helping to keep the game on the

move for tlie other ; or the method chiefly dealt with

in this book—shoot, like a lord, from a well arranged

fixed batt. The hardy sportsman who likes his tram]»

through a marsh will scoff at " the arm-chair expert

who need'nt trouble to wet his feet," but, for the pure

art and enjoyment of shooting, the object of his derision

will always be ready to turn the tables and say shooting

driven Duck as much surpasses walking them up as

riding a bold hunter to hounds over an open grass

country excels assisting (on the brougham horse) to

chop foxes in a park.

For Duck driving, India is the country par excel-

leuce. You will look in vain for accounts of it in the

home standard books. It most resembles Mlht-shoot-

wg by day, a chance that the Badminton authority on

Wildfowl shooting, Sir Ralph Payne Gallwey, only once

had the good fortune to enjoy. " We were shooting

snipe " he writes " on a long spit of marshy land that

reached far into a large lake. It had been blowing a

gale from the south-west for some days, and every

duck, widgeon and teal for many square miles of

water had collected for shelter on the calm side of

the point. They were there in hundreds, but there

was nothing to be done except to look at them with
longing eyes. We continued shooting snipe with poor

success till about four o'clock, and then took another

look at the duck before turning homewards ; in the

hope of getting a shot at one or two which had been
swimming near the shore in the morning. On reaching

the shore it became apparent that the wind, which was
still blowing a full gale, had veered to the north-eat.

We knew that this change would unsettle the fowl, as

they were now on a rough shore and not, as before, in

snug shelter, and the calculation soon proved correct.

That evening every bird passed within fair shot over-

head, though at a great speed, making for the other
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side of the point—now the smooth one. They came
at first singly, then in couples, then in threes and fours,

often in dozens. Pintail, teal, widgeon and duck were
hurrying overhead for quite half an hour. Being fortu-

nately well supj^lied with cartridges, a? our snipe-

shooting had not been nearly as good as we had expect-

ed, we fired between seventy and eighty shots almost
as fast as it was possible to load and fire, and until the
ammunition was exhausted. Even then the birds were
passing over, though the great bulk of them had gone.
That day and the next, we picked up with the aid of a
good dog, nearly fifty dead birds ; no doubt several

escaped wounded and others fell at a distance. This,
with No. 8 shot, may be regarded as good enougli. It

was the best half hour's sport we ever experienced, or

shall ever be likely to enjoy again."

In the succeeding chapter the author's own
attempt will be made to describe in some detail the
sensations of a keen shot vU-<i-vis the driven bird.

Suffice it here to say that there are no "sitters" in this

kind of shooting, that there are not many near birds,

that the pace is usually a high one and that birds come
at all kinds of angles and heights. Opportunities arise

and are fre(|ueiitly successfully converted of shots that

do not occur in ordinary shooting, or, if they do, are

often left alone as too difficult; here however vou are

getting plenty of them, and you attempt the apparently
impossible and sometimes surprise yourself. For the
same reason, if you are making the same mistake over

and over again, you have time to think things out and
consider what it is you are doing wrong. Then, having
found what seems to be the solution, you have the

means and the chance to test it in practice at the time.

And the tense excitement of it.— ! Away in the distance,

high over the open water of which you command so

good a view, a flock appears. Will they come to you,
or will they not ? If they do, what kind of a shot is it

going to be, and what are you going to do, in the mini-
mum time, to solve all the complicated issues (different

almost for every shot^ involved in hitting them ?

CHAPTER 11.

Duck Driving and Butt Shooting Described

2 Ir was ten o'clock of a beautiful bright morning
not far on the other side of Christmas, and the punts,

each manned with an eager sportsman or two, were
pushing off from the shore and making for the butts, of

which there were eighteen on the water. "Yours
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is a pretty useful place, though not one of the very best,'

the writer had been told, and he followed with interest

the neat sketch map which showed him that his position

was away towards the right-hand horn of tlie great

horse-shoe lake.

Overhead, Pallas P"'ishing Eagle wheeled, screaming

raucously, its white neck and white barred tail conspicu-

ous even at a distance. Now the tamarisk bushes on

the far side were within reach when we heard the deep

alarmed " q-u-a-r-k, q-u-a-r-k " of the female Mallard,

a» the Peregrine, that queen of Falcons, which arrives

and departs with its quarry, the Duck, swooped overhead.

In the distance, disturbed by some other boat, a huge

flock of snow-white Spoonbills floated up, flying well,

with long necks straight, after the manner of Geese.

The Coots too were getting busy and the Duck were

starting to move, but the time at which the first shot

was to be fiired was still distant, and we let them be,

content to watch them and see if we could make them

out afar off. Some you can hardly mistake. There is

the Red-crested Pochard, who shows more white on his

wings than perhaps any common Duck in Northern

India, the Spotbill, with his long neck, large size, and

uniformly grey under-parts, and so on. Even the

manner of flight you get to know after a while, the hur-

ried, fussy style of the short-winged Pochards, differing

from the easy mastery of the long-winged True Ducks,

such as the Gadwall. Mallard and Pintail.

Here the writer parted from his companion, whose

position was further on, with mutual wishes for good

luck. The butt was nicely built of tamarisk branches,

to match the vegetation of the surrounding water, the

sides thick enough to prevent the birds seeing you

through them, and not too high to prevent your firing

over them, while the floor was firm and the room
sufficient both for the gun and his loader. The boatmen,

hardy, amphibious creatures of the fisherman caste,

dressed for the occasion in colours of protective green,

now tacked the punt away among the trees and got into

position to retrieve fallen birds.

Still a few minutes to go before the *' zero hour.''

When you are actually shooting, it is not well to take

too much thought about forward allowances and other

shooting technicalities, but the mind may be gently

directed beforehand in such moments along channels

that it will follow subconsciously later. The man at

the shooting-school told you years ago the reason why
you do less well on birds that cross from left to right
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than on those going vice-versa. Remember now this

old vice therefore and any others that you may possess,

but, like the good Christian assured of sahation, put

such thouglits from you later and do your actual shoot-

ing with an untroubled mind.

Ah! You hear a distant "pop, pop." Now the fun

is going to begin. Up sails a big flock, Mallard from

the heavy build and the green heads and white-collared

necks of the males, but they are not in range. Perhaps

they saw you, so you crouch lower in your butt.

Whooi^h. Another flight. Common Teal this time,

is on you before you quite realise it and you loose off

an ineffecti\e two barrels. The profane man here works

off steam with an useful expletive or two. Whichever
way yoa are made, you realise that this wants looking

into. Something else comes along, what kind of

bird you are too anxious even to make out. You
think it is just within range and you fire again as

the flock sees you and wheels away. Not a bird falls,

though one flinched distinctly. You flatter yourself

that this was a little better. Actually you know that you
were behind and that the deviation of the bird was

probably due to air displacement and not to a hit.

It does take a bit of getting into. And then, jast when
you were beginning to feel a little unhappy, you take

an incomer with exactly the right amount of lead, and,

as he falls not too far behind you, you realise you
have made a beginning. The guns all round are hard

at it. and the birds come in at all angles and with a

fine turn of speed. The pace of winged things is often

much exaggerated. The point is discussed in con-

siderable detail in Chapter IX. A recognised old-time

authority says of Mallard. "Their rate of flights pro-

bably 100 miles per hour." But what were his data ?

An ornithologist, who studied the subject in connection

with anti-aircraft duties during the War, thinks that

"/or a ahort. distancp, the swift" (the fastest, probably,

bar none, of all birds) ^' can reach a speed of 100 miles

per hour." Well, be the pace of the birds what it may
today, they are going quite fast enough for you. But
you are beginning to swing to it, and your bag is creep-

ing up. The loader, despite Indian ideas of the Evil

Eye, is keeping count, and you cheer up at what he
reports. Don't try and keep eyes in both sides of your
head. The man, even if he has two guns going foi- you,

will face in the other direction and warn you of birds

coming up behind, so that you can keep your undivided
attention on your front. Now you get three, four, and
even five consecutive hits and are beginning to fancy
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yourself a bit, when, fiioUh, oivisfi, a hunch of Teal twist

and swoop at yon, climbing like lightning to your in-

effective first barrel so that you miss the second too.

That humbles your pride and you begin to notice that

you have oot tln'ough a surprising number of cartridges

already. Dcnrt worry too much about that. This sort

of thing, like Christmas, only comes once a year and
you would do better to select some other fiehl. vour
drink-bill, say, for economy.

The behaviour of the different kinds of birds under
fire is very interesting. The big Duck. Mallard, Spot bill

etc., go steadily on, not altering elevation like the Teal,

when fixed at, though most will wheel away (a very

favourable opportunity for number two barrel) offering a

lot of under surface wlien surprised by number one It

is interesting too to see the kinds of Duck that go to-

gether. Often, for instance, you will see a Shoveller or

a Spotbill piloting a flock of Common Teal,

—

/atherinq

them, yon might almost suppose.

That time you only got your first barrel l)ird,

tliough yon lioped to make it a right and left. Tn fact

you felt instinctively that you were "on" your second

biixl. Well, it sometimes happens. The experts tell you

of "cartwheel patterns'" i.e., bona fide cases where, at

40 yards, the centre of a .SO inch pattern is left bare of

pellets. The liigli class shot, therefore, who has got

his bird exactlv centred fails wheie the duffer wlio gets

him on tlie outer edge succeeds Take that flattering

unction to your soul.

There is to be an interval for lunch and a "general

post" of positions after, and the time is drawing near.

You take an incomer as your last shot of the morning

and he falls, dramatically enough, right inside your butt

and vou have some work to avoid him. Now is the

time to take stock of your bag, some of which indeed

has already been gathered in. Why let shikaris spoil

game by careless handling? The fmlal custom of the

good Muhammadan works dreadful havoc with the

aspect of your bag, but some birds will have died

before the knife and some you will except expressly

from that ceremony Half the pleasure of s) looting to

some consists in an after-study of the colours and

plumage Your Mallard drake for example arrives in

the early winter, adult tliough he be, dull and sombre,

and changes gradually into brighter colours, till, by the

end of the season, he has assumed his splendid full-

dress. One by one you go over them Here is a male

Shoveller, glorious withal, with green head, bay belly

and blue shoulders, and a right good flyer he is even
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though some do scoff at his habit of haunting muddy
village pools. You have plenty of Spotbill, aptly

named from their curious variegated beaks, and not a

few Gadwall, very sporting movers, with speckled heads,

pencilled breasts, black and white wing-bands, and the

tell-tale, brown patch on the wing-coverts. Oh ! Here
is something out of the way for your part of the

country. What is it? It is a rather drab, middle-sized

Duck and it has no distinctive wing band. But it has

a very short and slightly tapering bill, grey, with a

black tip. Something stirs in your recollection. You
look among the rest of your bag, and now you have it.

She is a female Wigeon. You would not mistake a

male in a full plumage, if you had ever seen one, dis-

tinguished as he is by his chestnut head with cream
blaze, pinky breast, white shoulders and green speculum.
But the lady ?('(/ s a bit of a })uzzle.

Now the friend parted from earlier in the morning
came and picked the writer up. Bags were compared
and the friend was found to have slightly the smaller.

It is a mean mind that drives satisfaction from these

little things, but there is at least consolation in finding

that you have been doing better than you yourself

supposed. Anything over thirty-five brace was good,
and the total bag was over eight hundred for the
morning.
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PART II.

CHAPTER III

Object, System and Arrangement

,^, , ,
3. A number of svjoitsmeii, at a big shoot, most

Object ni A
,

' °
1 , . 1

the hook. of them by no means novices, were once asked to keep,

lor identification and preservation, some of the rarer

Ducks of Northern India, a nominal list being supplied

to them. Most of them very frankly replied that,

tliough they would do tlieir best to comply, they feared

they were not able to distinguish any but the very

commonest birds, especially when on the wing. If that

was the case with them, the tyro's difficulty must be

considerable. Few people it is hoped shoot for the mere

pleasure of killing. The sportsman's interest in his

shooting would accordingly be much increased if he were

able, without having recourse to the standard books on

the subject, many of them too technical as to repel

•the beginner, to spot what it is that he has shot and to

discover something about its habits in general. The

ordinary man probably depends on little beyond colour,

size and a very few salient features of shape, etc., for his

identifications, and, if he turns to the illustrated books,

he gets a picture, often admirable, of the bird in repose

along with a highly technical feather-to-feather descrip-

tion of the plumage. That is all right if he has the

dead bird in his hand, but one does not always want to

kill in order to be able to identify, and it is for every

reason nicer to be able to recognise your bird before,

rather than after, you have fired at him.

The present little book, then, has two objects, one to

acquaint the practical sportsman with the commoner

Duck that will be met with on a large sheet of water in

Upper India in circumstances mainly in which the

liirds come to the gun, and the other, by drawing atten-

tion to some of their essential habits and by citing a

few simple commonsense rules of shooting, to assist

him to hit them.

System and 4. The system and arrangement of the book calls for

arrangement g^^^^ explanation. Instead of taking each bird and
of the book. ... i -• i. it, •

o-ivmg, in a more or less exhaustive account, everything

material that is known about it, the plan usually adopted

in the bird books, certain subjects or topics have been

selected, e. g., Peculiarities of Appearance, Size, Coloura-

tion from Below, Flight, Behaviour under P'ire, etc.,

in the light of which all the species are to be brought

under a common review. These topics cover Chapters V
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to XIII, which contain, in the Notes on Individual

Species, the original observations in abstract of well

known ornithologists, prefaced by a few general remark.^

in which general principles are sought to be brought out,

the results of the Individual Notes, etc., being summarised
for each topic, in one of the 20 Keys, which will be

found at the end of each Chapter and in the Appendix

and which can also be obtained bound complete as a separate

set of notes or chart for reference in the field. Cross referen-

ces are given from the paragraphs in the text to the Keys
and vice versa.

The species are dealt with in the same order

throughout, and the index of contents has been made as

full as possible. It should not therefore, it is hoped,

be difficult to find one's way about the book.

5. The attempt is made to seize and fix, by means of The " Key
simple tables ("Keys") and the use of non-technical lau- system

guage, some of the broadest of the general characteristics

of the common species that would be met with on a

large sheet of water ichere the birds come to the gim.

All generalisations are dangerous and it is easy to

press any or all too far. x\ll that can be hoped for, or

expected, is some rough guide to the usual, the normal

and the average throughout, and, if observalion is

stimulated by the detection of omissions or over-

generalisations, something at least will have been

gained. The system of similar simple Keys for the use

of ordinary people was first adopted, it is believed, by

Mr. D. Dewar in his " Indian Birds, '' a book that must
have earned him the gratitude of many a mild seeker

after bird-knowledge. All the information for each

species cannot be given in every Key (see the blank in

Key 18, "Distinctive Notes or Cries"') for the reason

that the necessary observations have not been completed

it is believed, even by the highest authorities.

G. Now for a practical illustration of how it is iuten- g^^ ^^ ^^^
ded the Keys may be used. You are safely installed in the Key.

your butt, and you see a flock of ten or so tubby little

Duck coming in at you, flying low en masse with fast-whir-

ring wings, very clear in their minds as to the point they

are making for. You get a general impression of dark-

bodied birds with a big patch of white about the middle

below and with conspicuous white in their wings.

They get to within about the regulation forty yards

of you, and then a slight movement on your part, or,

may be, the colour of your topi, gives you away

and the whole dock wheels, giving you a com[)lete

under-view as you fire. You see clearly now that the
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abdomen in some (tlie males) is white, as is the wiug-
liniiii;- aud under tail-coverts, while the liead, throat
and vent, ronghly, are chesnut to dark-brown. You
can even see that the wing has a dusky all-round edging.
One is brought back to you aud you find a thick-

ydunuiged little bird with an eye (not yet glazed in

death) that has a conspicuous white iris.

Tht' remarks in Chapter IX on the general difiference

in tliglit between the True Ducks aud the Pochards tell

you that this is a Pochard. His wings are short and
rounded. Key 1 suggests that it is the White-eyed Duck,
as iiuleed the white iris (see also Key) lias already made
you susi)ect. You will do well, though, to corroborate

before you jump to a conclusion.

Run 3^our eye down the list of Keys in para. 14

and see which is likely to help you most. No. 4 and 6

in Chapters YI aud VIII respectively show you a bird

with the tell-tale colouring you are looking for. No. 5

in Chapter A^II tells you that the white Eyed Duck
is little bigger than a Teal. No. 10 in Chapter IX
sa3's he is one of the birds that show much white in

the wing. No. 8 says that his speed is respectable.

From No. 2 in Chapter V you will see that the Latin

specific name ferrvgivea is helpful; the prevailing

colour is a rusty red. Last of all, run your eye along

the details in Key No. 1, Chapter V. There you see

that the speculum is not distinctive and you find his

number in the Fauna of India, Birds, if you want to

see what a scientific book says about him.

Tlie plates
'^

'
"^'^^ plates illusitrating Key 6, Chapter VIII,

illustrating "Colouration as Seen from Below,'' are, in order to give as
Key G. close a presentation of the details of the shades as possi-

ble, reproduced from photographs of the dead bird. A
black and white presentation is, as remarked elsewhere,

probably as near as need be to what the human eye sees

at ranges much over forty yards. The scale throughout is

fairly accurate, as the photographs were all taken with

the object at an equal distance from the camera.

CHAPTER IV.

Birds Commonly Mistaken for Ducks.

KifTpreiico ^- 'l'li<">"^' '<^^'^ some birds which are commonly mi.^taken

ii tween the l)v the stranger, or the absolute beginner, for l)uck, such

""^'''.'"V^ as the (.^oot.s tirebes and Cormorants,
some buds '

?,?iT.'!!?"l?' There is a famous sijot iu the Western Punjab wliere

for iiiem. a great jhii. and its subsidiary waters are shot with due

care, jiveparation and circumstance by a large ]»arty two

or three times every year. A game-book is I opt in two
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The Coot {FuHca aim).

'y\\v Little Cormorant {Phaiacrocoiox /nvanicus).
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parts, (a) in wliicli the iiumher hagged hy eacli individual

gun is noted, and (h) in which the total bag for all the
guns is classified under the ditferent species composing it.

(jw one of these occasions there was a Distinguished
Foreign Guest. "How many did you get?'' he was
asked at lunch. '' Forty." " Good " said the recorder,

^inee good it 'icns for an unfavourable, stormy day, "What
kinds were they?" "Oh, the usual kinds," answered
the D. F. G. easily " indurlinQ twenty-five Black /Jvclc."

Now it was along time before the " bag" was brought in,

but certain suspicions which refused to be comforted liad

been aroused in the bosom of the recorder. On the other

hand, courtesy demanded that forty, as announced, should

be scored up to the D. F. G. The trouble, it was felt, was
going to begin when those "Black Duck" had to be
entered up in the printed columns provided for all the
known game birds obtainable and the whole classified

result tallied with grand total of the bag. And so it

was. The '' Black Duck " were found to be all Coots and
Cormorants, and they had to be put down as " errors of

classification " in a new and separate column to themselves.

But the D. F. G. never kneiv.

A glance at the accompanying plates will be the best

way to visualise the general differences of shape and
colouring in these undesirables as against the sportsman's
true game, the Ducks. Generally speaking, the Ducks*
can be distinguished from all other Indian birds by the
following characters. The bill is straight and armed at

the edges of both chaps (mayidihUs) with a row of trans-

verse ridges or teeth (lamelhe) and the feet have moderate
or short shanks (tard) and three toes in front webbed
together, and a small, nearly or quite useless toe behind,
not connected with the front toes. The Coots and Grebes
(the Dabchick is the smallest of the Grebes) have beaks
and feet very unlike those of the Ducks, the toes* "not
being webbed together but provided each with a separate
and individual web," while the Cormorants have, besides
a dissimilar beak, a "hind-toe well developed and joined
to the front ones by an extension of the web which unites
these." Specially remarkable in the Ducks are the long-

feathers ("tertiaries ") that bridge the space between the
wings and the body, allowing no room for the passage of air

with consequent loss of power in flight at this point.

The following peculiarities too are to be noted :

—

The Coot (Fidicn atra) has all over dark-grey or

blackish plumage. His length is 16 inches. He is rather

like the Ducks in his habits and he flies strongly and well
enough, but nothing like as fast as the Ducks generally

* Finu, " Water Fowl of India and Adia."
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and lie vises with difficulty, flapping alonj; tlie surface for
many yards by tti<' aid of liis feet. He lias a white bill

and fioiital disk.

The Grrebes (Podicipes) have very short round wings
and an almost rudimentary tail. They very rarely leave

the water, though they are not bad flyers, once they are

off it. They are expert divers. The Great Crested Grebe
is 22, and the Dabchick only 9, inelies long. The latter

species has been mistaken for a duckling.

The Cormorants, the commonest species of wliicli is

the Little Cormorant (PIialacrocoraxJavanirAis), are diving

fishers with black or greyish plumage on the upper parts

and very often on the lower also. They have longish necks

and bills and largisii tails with stiff feathers. The Little

Cormorant is about 20 inches long. He has a powerful

sustained flight, but also rises with difficulty, flapping for

some distance along the suiface. The Cormorants sail

occasionally in mid-air, with wings outspread, the Ducks
never.

CHAPTER V.

The Thirteen Species Dealt With.

Dvision of ^' "^^^^ Dncks may conveniently be divided into three

the U licks classes, viz., the Grey Ducks, the True Ducks and the

mai^nclarcf
Diving Ducks (Pochaiirls*) (see Key 1 below, col. 2). The

(Key 1.)
' Spotbill. the only representative dealt with of Mr. Gates'

" Grey Ducks," has a less pointed wing than the "True
Ducks." The latter are higlily migratory and require

wings fitted for prolonged flight ; the former species is

resident and has developed a more blunted and less efficient

type of wing. The Teal, which have simply earned a

separate popular name on account of their smaller size,

are included in the True Ducks, The wings of the Diving

Ducks are shorter, their bodies are rounder and their feet

placed further back than in the other two classes, and their

down and feathers are thicker and more impervious to wet,

all characteristics that adapt them specially for taking

their food, and diving, under water.

The difference between the Pocliards and tlie True

Ducks is an essential one, and will be traceable through

many of the points and habits described, such as Flight,

Feeding, Cries, etc.

Thirteen
^ iq Thirteen species are dealt with. These are the

si)ecie8'Ua't
^^j^jj^Qj^gj, j)^^^.]^ to be found in a big shoot on large sheets

of water in Upper India. Others might have been

added, but the intention is that this little book shall not

^Pronounced " Pokord,'' "Poker," says Hume, is Norfolk dialect

for "diver.''
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The (heat Cn'stedTlrebe {Podlcifcs cnstatus).

The Dabchick, yr Little Iiuliau Grebe (PoJia'/.s a/'/'i/mtKi).
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be overloaded. Sportsmen, it is hoped, may care to carry

out observations of their own on the same lines for other

and rarer varieties.

The order in which the birds will be treated will

always be that in the Summary Key 1 below viz :

—

1.
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Vernacular u. Jn Key 20 below (cols. 2 and 3) will he found the

(Key 20) Hindustani and Hindi names of the [-nited (old North-
West) Province aiid Sindh as given by Hume and Marshall
in the " Game Birds." The transliteration and spelling
is reproduced unaltered. It is by no means above reproach,
even according to ancient pre-Hunterian princijiles, for

even the same word is spelt in different ways, etc., etc.

Possibly this does not matter, since few of the words,
except the simplest, will be found in any Dictionary.
A nodding acquaintance with tlie local names is worth
cultivation, since the sportsman who knows them will at

once be on better terms with his coolies and ahikario..

There are now many excellent glossaries of local dialects,

to which reference may be made. The subject is not one
to which the standard books have paid much attention.

Where the vernacular names convey anything to the

European with a smattering of the vernaculars, they will

be found mostly to be based on some simple feature of

colouring. Thus we have the " Blue Head " (Mallard)

and the " Red-Head " (Red-crested Pocliard and the

Pochard), the *' Little Red Head" (Wigeon), the "Red
Bill" (another name for the Red-crested Pochard) and the
" Pied Duck " (Tufted Duck). The Sindhi names for the Red-
crested and ordinary Pochard mean also " the Red Duck."
But vernacular nomenclature is very primitive. We have
already seen that no less than three birds are hardly dis-

tinguished at all by name, and the Pochard and the White-
eye, to judge by Hume's recorded names, are su})posed to

be male and female of the same species. Three birds

• again, the Common Teal, the W^igeon and the Gargauey,
which bear little enough resemblance to one another except

in size, are all called Pa tar i. It is a mistake, though, to

suppose that the local product does not appreciate a

picture or remember a name, if anyone, will take the

trouble to explain them to him. It was the surprise of

the writer's life to find an unlikely-looking shikari on a

well-known Jhit in the Gurdaspur District of tlie Panjab

whom you could not puzzle in regard to the English titles

of the common Duck. Asked how he had come by his

knowledge, the man replied that an European sportsman

had once jnade a stay of several days at the place : he had

a book with coloured pictures in it (how the shade of

Hume must have rejoiced !), which, on being asked, he
had shown to the shiknri, repeating the Englisli names
till they were understood.

Col. 4 of Key 20 gives the current names in Western

Panjabi. Tlie resemblance to Hume's Sindhi will be

apparent. There is obviously much confusion in the

popular mind between the last four species.
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"A theory lias ]iee;i advanced," sr/?/,<! Fnn?, " to the

effect that different markings on th<^ wings of allied birds

are ' recognition marks ' wlicroby ilio individuals of each

species are enal)led to know tlicir own kind, and hence

verify the proverb about birds of a fcatlier sticking

togetlier. Nevertheless tlie Ducks which furnish such

excellent examples of differing wing-markings, also furnish

. evidence which is rather unfavourable to this recognition-

colour idea. In the first place, several of tlie Pocliards

ajiree in havino- the same wing-pattern, and tlie tlight

of these is certainly not quite the same. And, secondly,

the wing bar is not alnnys constant in the same species in

all its individuals. The female Wigeon seldom has one,

and it is generally absent in tlie female Pintail, though

I knew at one time in Tndia of no less than three female

individuals of this species which acquired it, though

witliout it at first. Also the female G-arganey gets an

approach to this marking wdth advancing age ;
so that it

would seem that these two species are now acquiring the

marking, which is not yet fixed."

One parts from the "recognition mark " theory with

reoret. Tt seems to help to explain the wonderful preci-

sion of the movements of the flocks and the time they

keep. But, points out Finn, if it were so important to the

birds to know each other, the slower, w^eaker females would

need to show their nationality more than the males, the

more so as they are the members of the species which are

so difficult to distinguish as to render a special recognition

mark necessary. Finn inclines to the conclusion that nature

intended the marking as an ornament, as indeed it is. " It

is in some cases at any rate," he says, "displayed in court-

ship, and that no doubt is the chief use of its presence."

Residentsand ^^- Only one of the thirteen, vis
, the Spotbill, is a

migrants. common resident breeding in Upper India, a fact of interest

to the gunner because the bird has not the same dense

plumage as those that come to India from colder climes

and does not accordingly carry as much shot as other duck

of equal weight. The Marbled Duck is not known to

breed in Sind, but is probably of limited migration.

ThrouiihoiU the winter, a got'Jd deal of movement
goes on within India. Thus, before Christmas, the sports-

man in the Western Panjal) may be shooting, besides

the pretty constant Shoveller, (iadwall and Common Teal,

mostly White-eyed and (laterj Aiallard while, after Christ-

mas, on the same water the birds may be mainly Mallaid,

e.g., The Pochard, the White-eye and the Tufted Duck.

Local, not less than complete seasonal, migration depends

on food supply.

Dates of 14. It may be of interest to taluUate (see below) (the
arriv.il and ai)iiroxiiuate dates of arrival in and departure from the
departure. ^ ^ ^
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plains of Noitheni Iiulia of the various Duck. These
times will, of coarse, vary very much with the nature
of the seasons in India and according to localiW.

"As welcome as on tlie mountains the feet of liim

who bringeth glad tidings " (thus does Col. Tickell, an
old-world ornithologist and nature-lover, do justice to the

sportsman's feelings at the beginning of the shooting
season) "are tlie first fliglits of the Water Fowl which
announce to tlie nearly exhausted European the approach
of the delicious ' cold season ' of India. Riding slowly

across the open meadows or the treeless uplands, now and
then breathing his Arab and his ' long dogs ' in a spurt

after a " lomree " (fox) as it returns from its night
rambles to ' earth ' and inhaling witli cheered spirits

the cold breezes of early morning, the liorseman sees

across tlie dappled sky long lines of clamorous Greese or

swift-flying Duck hurrying up from the horizon and
passing overhead, as if fraught with messages of comfort
and encouragement from the colder regions to the parched
torrid zone. Some pass grandly overhead, mere specks

and lines far up in the blue vault, bound to distant waters

further south ; others with a satin rustle of tlieir rapid

wings cleave the air so closely by tliat the observer dis-

cerns the species as they rusli past and recognises familiar

forms associated witii recollections of snowy moors and
ice-bound pools 'at homo ' in far England."

The dates are mainly based on Hume. It is a curious

point that many of the species that arrive earliest, like

the Common Teal and Gadwall, also stay the latest and

vice versa, the Pintail, which rarely arrives before Novem-
ber, lieing seldom seen after the first of April.

No.
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Birds with
iiiiraes th'd-t

lielp to
identifi-

cation.

(Key 2.)

No. Bird.

10.

n.

12.

13.

Slioveller

Marbled Duck»

Red -crested

Pochard.

The Foe hard

White-eyed
Duck.

Tufted Duck

Approximate' .\rriva!

(earliest).

Latter end of October

Late October or early
November.

Latter half of October

Latter lialf of October

Last week of October...

End of first half of

October

Dute.^ of Departure
(latest).

End of April.

April or even late

May.

Never after the end
of the first week of

April.

Probably beginning
of April (Oates .

March.

About end of first

week of April

15. By no means all the names, popular or scientific,

Englisli, Latin or Grreek, with wliicli birds have been

saddled help to identification. Among the Backs here

de-alt with, Mallard, Gadwall and (larganey are English
names that convey nothing to the ordinary person. No
Greek or Latin scholar is likely, on the face of them, to

make much out of some of the names invented or imported
from the dead languages, such as Nyroca. There are

however some names in all the toncfues laid under contri-

bution that do point to some permanent and distinctive

characteristic of the bird, and it may be worth while to

run through these.

Pluiiiaqe accounts for Pintail in tlie English and
acida in the Latin name, the bird really having long,

pointed "pin "feathers in his tail; also for Marbled Duck
and marmarontUn, from the dappled plumage of this

species
;
also, for obvious reasons, for Eed-erested Pochard

;

and for acuta in the name of the Gargancy Teal, from the
long, ])Ointed bluish-black, white-shafted outer scapulars
(shoulder- feathers)

; also iov ferruginea in the Latin naine
of the White-eyed Duck, from the deep rusty-red brown
head and surrounding parts ; also, for obvious reasons, for

Tufted Duck
; and, lastly, for fuligula in the Latin name

of the Tufted Duck from the "black colour of the upper
parts.

* Note.—It IS not fit ;ill unlikelv, .•^ay.-^ Oates, that some birds of
this species may remain in the North-West parts of India during the
Summer.
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Three of our Ducks derive names from the shape and

colour of their heah^, viz., the Spotbill (which has theheak

black vividly spotted yellow at base atid tip) for whom

the ornithologists have invented the wonderful equivalent

poecilorlyncus for his popular English name : the Shoveller

(fljofihiia in the Latin) because he has a bill which you

may call either a shovel or a compounder's spatula
;
and

the Marbled Duck, which has a very narrow bill with two

sides parallel, which deserves the Latin name angus-

tirostris.

The colour of his eye is the obvious explanation of

the White-eyed Duck's name.

Habits supply the reason for the names (some none

too obvious) of the following, viz., the Diving Ducks as a

class are called " Pochards " (pronounced Pokard) because, as

Hume points out, Pokard means "diver" either in Norfolk

dialect or in Old English. Streperus is quite apt in the

Latin name of the Gradwall, pointing to the incessant

chatter which the birds keep up when feeding. Wigeon

is onomatopoeic, being an attempt to reproduce by tVie

human tongue the curious call of the bird (see chapter

XII and Key 18).

16. Something may be said as to where the birds which Kind of

are the object of the sportsman's attentions may be found "^^'^-er on
^^

during the day, a time when most of them are not feeding (i^gj 3.)

but resting.

Of all the species treated, the Gadwall and the

Common Teal are perhaps the most uliiquitoas. Any
piece of water, large or small and of whatever kind, be it

river, pond or marsh, seems to suit them. The Pochards

are birds of the open water, and none more so than the

Red-crested who will lie out in wide open stretches with-

out a scrap of cover. The otlier Pochards are not averse

from vegetation, but prefer the deeper jhils. The Spot-

bill and Shoveller are to be found on the smaller waters.

The Shoveller is par excellence the bird of the village

pond. Not that he is not to be found almost anywhere

else besides, but, if he does visit the larger jfi'ils, he will

be met near the shore. The waters the Spotbill likes

best are the small weedy ones. Of the remaining varie-

ties, which have not been mentioned above, it may be

said that they are mainly birds of the larger broads and

marshes that have more or less cover, at any rate on the

edges ; among them, the Mallard, Common Teal and

Garganey are also to be found on rivers, as are the Spot-

bill and the Gadwall. That wary bird, the Pintail, dis-

trusts high cover, and prefers the protection of low water-

plants from which it can easily discern the approach of

any danger.
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NOTES OX INDIVIDUAL SPECrES.

Spotbill.—Their liaunts seem to vary very iiuuli.

finys Stnnrt- Baker. Probably they prefer tanks, j/^^^s and

flnuill pieces of water which are well-covered with weeds,

and they seldom resort to large pieces of water. They
inhabit the smaller ^'fiits which are surrounded near

the margin with jungle, and liere they may be seen

all asleep, except one or two which are on sentry-duty

near the edge. In the District of Myraensingh however

they are found on the vast bhcpin whicli stretch for

miles in every direction and here also they breed in

o-reat numbers. They are also found, though I think

but rarely, on small (juickly-flowing streams in forest.

On the other hand, on some of the bigger rivers they are

not uncommon.

MallaviU—Marshy places, ^ays MacGillivray, the

maroins of lakes, pools and rivers, as well as brooks,

rills and ditches, are its principal places of resort al all

seasons.

Gudiiall.—You find them equally, snys Hume, in the

laroest rivers and the smallest liill streams, in huge lakes

and small ponds, in open water, as at the Sarabhar Lake,

where not a reed or rush is to be seen and in tangled

swamps where tlere is barely clear water enougli to float

a walnut On rivers they are generally to be seen

snoozino- on the bank during the day, and then they com-

monly leave these towards sunset for feeding grounds

inland. In broads they keep, if at all disturbed, well out

of gunshot towards the centre, sometimes in clear water,

more often skulking in low water-weeds ; but in unfre-

quented places tliey may, even during the daytime, be

found walking on the shore or paddling in the sliallows

round the edges of the tank, feeding busily with their

tail-ends bolt uprigVit and the rest of them hidden by the

water.

Common Teal.—Where habitually shot at, they spend

the day on some large river or sheet of water and feed

chietiy at night in wet fields, swamps and tlie smaller j/<z75,

cliano-ing their quarters for this parpose about sursel:, and

there is no species more commonly bagged in flight-

shooting (Hume). Occurs on almost every piece of water,

wliether large or small, river, pond or marsh (Oates).

Wiqeon.—In Upper India, says Hume, we habitually

meet them on good sized pieces of water, some portions

of tbe shores of which are smooth and turfy. They are

excessively rare on bare lakes like tlie Sambiiar. On small

ponds I have never once seen them. Nor have I, except

very rarely, seen them on our large rivers, but they are not

so uncommon in smaller rivers flowing through meadow-

like turfy flats.
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Pl^^tnil.—ln the daytime they frequent large lakes

and jhils and rest in the centre of wide, comparatively open

pieces of water, slinnning such as have thick cover of reeds

or similar heavy jangle, yet resorting always to those which

have the surface covered with lilies and the smaller

water plants, amongst which they can lie well concealed,

vet able to discern at once the approach of anything to

their vicinity. During the nightthey do not leave

their quarters till very late—they visit the smaller jh^l^

and tanks, the rushy banks of the nnllalis and canals

and similar places, where they feed, but the iirst

glimmer of dawn finds them on the wing once more

en route to the larger waters. Big rivers they do not

seem to like. Small rivers, if of clear and quick-running

waters, are no more pleasing to the Pintail
;
but small

creeks of almost still water and canals which have vegetation

about them, are visited for the purpose of food, and

occasionally a flock may be put up from such places in

the daytime. {Stivvd-Baker.)

Garqavey. -The Garganey haunts almost any kind of

water, says Stiuat-Baker, not, \is a rule, frequenting small,

quick-running streams or small, clean, tanks and ponds,

and beinii specially partial to wide stretches of fen or bheel

well covered over their greater extent with weeds yet

havino- fairly extensive patches of clear water dotted here

and there o\er their surface. During the day they keep

almost entirely to the larger sheets of water or so,

sometimes to tlie larger rivers, such as Indus, Ganges,

etc., where thev iloat' in the centre in dense, closely-

packed masses.
' They feed in the smaller tanks and jhiLs

and also in the paddy -fields and on various young laud-

crops.

Shoveller.—An regards its haunts, says Stuart-Baker,

they are everywhere and anywhere, but it does not care

for open deep water and prefers small creeks, ponds, jhils

and tanks which are covered with vegetation, and also

stretches of shallow water with plentiful cover and a

muddy bottom. At the same time I haie shot them in

the very centre of large, open bheels and once on a small

hill stream. To the shores they stick, says Hume ; into

the open water they never seem to struggle by choice
;

and, if you watch them, they are for the most part,

either dozing on the brink or paddling slowly in the

shadows with their entire bills and more or less of their

heads under water, their heads working fiom side to side

all the while like a Flamingo's or Spoonbill's. Comment-

ing on this, Stuart-Baker sa} s he has seen the Shoveller

in'' open water, but this only rarely and only during the

heat of the day when the birds wish to sleep.
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Marbled Duck.—Its favourite liannis, says Hume, in

Siiifl were broads thickly grown witli rush in wliich it

fed and sported, comparatively seldom showing itself in

the open water.

Red-crested Pochard.—They are open-water l)irds by
choice, frequenting large sheets of water unobstructed by
surface-weeds, reeds, or water-plants, except about the
shores or banks. Of course, where they are most common,
a few birds may be met with in any kind of water, but it

is rare for any large flock to be found on vegetation-
covered swamps, small dirty ?7).i/s, etc. (Stuart- Baker.)

Tfie Pochard,—There is practically no kind of water,
votes Stuart-Baker, that they will not visit (ometimes in

greater or smaller numbers, but, preferentially, they leave
alone shallow jhils and waters and also such as have the
vegetation everywhere dense ; on the other hand they do
not care for quite open water without vegetation of any
kind whatever.

White-eyed Duck.—The kind of water preferred by
the Pochard is also that which forms the favourite resort

of the White eyed Pochard, snyi Stunrt-Bnker. I have,
however, he continues, found them in all and any sort of

water. Where there are wide stretches of ater, clear

here and there in patches, but for the most p rt covered
with water-plants, and with shores thickly co . 'red with
weeds, etc , the White eye assembles in vast numbers^
but not in very large flocks.

Tufted Duck —Essentially requires, says Stuart-Baker

open water and in preference resorts to wide expanses of

water of some considerable depth in the centre .hough
more or less weed and rush overgrown round the shores.

Not often to be found on open tanks whose shores are free

of jungle, nor on rivers, except where tliese debouch into

the Plains and the duck are entering or leaving India.

SUMMARY, KEY 3.

A.— Ubiquitous.

Gradwall.

* Common Teal.

B.— Birds of the Open, Bri'jtl Water,

Red crested Pochard.

C.

—

Birds of the Larger Waters.

* Mallard (fairly ubiquitous).

Wigeon (likes turfy banks).

Pintail (doesn't like deep cover}.

* Garganey (often any kind of water).

Aotc— Found also on rivers.
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Marbled Duck (rush covered swamps).

T''^ Pochard
\ j^.^^^i ^f ^^^^^^^_

White-eyed Duck ) ^
-^

Tdfted Duck (rc({uires cover on banks).

D.— A'nvV.s of the Somll Wutn^.

* Spotbill (likes much high cover).

Shoveller (often any kind of water, bar rivers ; sticks

to the shores).

CHAPTER VL
Appearance.

17, How far is it possible to identify a bird by its deneral

general appearance in the air at a distance? Some very
J,i fl^jght"*^^

rough general indications are given in Key 4 at the end (Key 4.)

of this Chapter. If the most distinctive species are noted

and remembered, the less conspicuous will be placed, with

practice, later. Reference may be made to the other Keys

and paragraphs on Size, Speed and Tricks of Flight but,

above all, to that on Birds which show much White.

Again, it may be said, it is the black-and-white present-

ment that the eye gets at a distance ; colours, no matter

how vivid close at hand, are not distinguished a long way

off. Some or all of the points given in the Keys, etc.,

will, it is hoped, stick in the memory and the bird be

identified.

If shape and the presence of much white are to be

the main guides, four of the large Duck are fairly un-

mistakeable, viz., the Spotbill, with his long neck and

uniform grey colour; the Mallard, with his heavy build

and (in full plumage) green head and white collar; the

Shoveller, with his light build, big, mis-shapen bill and

(in full plumage) white breast; and, lastly, the Red-crested

Pochard, a bird lightly built for a Pochard, with a crest

that makes his head look big, and with white on the

wings and flanks. Among the Duck of medium size, the

Wigeon has white on the wings and aldomen, while the

Tufted Duck, a compact tubby little fellow, has a vivid

contrast in his black liead, throat and upper-breast and

his whita abdomen and flanks, his wings also being marked

with white. Of the small Duck, the White-eye is the

most conspicuous. He too is dark i rusty-red) and white

contrasted below—head and throat dark and breast white

—

and he has wliile on his wings.

As a class, the Diving Ducks are, and look, more

heavily built than the True Ducks.

*Noie.—Found also on rivers.
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On tlie water, although the point hardly comes
vvitliin the scope of tliis work, the appearance of some
Ducks is worth noting, The Pintail, owing io his

slender build, long arching neck and raised tail, looks
more taking afloat than auy other species. The Gadwall
swims lightly, more so than the Mallard. The Mallard
on the water inclines his tail a rfood deal npivdrd^.
Both U,e Pochard and the Tufted Duck swim deep, tlie

former paiticularly so with an appearance of being down
at the stern. Something of the carriage of the birds on
the water may be gathered from the Plates in these
articles, in which are shown many of the species dealt
with in this book besides a few others that are not,

SUMMARY, KEY 4.

A — LA)i(iK Duciv.

Sijothill.—Long neck and uniform grey plumage,

M'lUard.—Burly in appearance ; male in fall plumage
has green neck and white collar.

Shooeller.—Spatula-shaped bill ; white breast. Lightlv
built.

Red-cref^ted Pochard.—Crested head ; white on wings
and flanks. More liglitly j)uilt than Pochards in general.

B.

—

Medium-sized Duck.

Wigeofi

.

—White on wings and abdomen.

Tufted Duck.—-White on wings, abdomen and flanks
;

black of head, throat and upper breast contrasts with

white of abdomen. Very compact and tubby.

C,-^Small Duck.

While-eyed Duck.-^'Whiie. on wings and abdomen;
white of abdomen, contrasts with rusty-red of head and
throat. The smallest of all the Pochards.

CHAPTER VII.

Size.

Size. (.Key 5.) 18, Size, or length (Col. 5, Key 1 and Key 5) is the

distance from the tijj of tlie bill to the end of the longest

tail-feather. The size adopted is the vinximxnn given in

the Fauna, for it sometimes happens that the specimens
from which observations are there taken differ considerably,

e.ii., the length of the Pintail is given as 22 to 29 inches.

Most females are smaller in the Duck tribe than males.

Class C of Key 5, "Birds under IG Inches in Length"
includes, not only the Teal, but the White-eyed Duck,
which is only as large as the Garganey, This should not

lead the reader to believe that there is any generic aihnity,

between the White-eye, which is a Pochard, and the Teals
A'hich are True Ducks of small size (Seo Chapter V.)
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KEY 5.

The division is into 3 classes, viz.—
A,—Large.—20 inches in length and over.

D.—Medium.— 16 inches and over.

V.—SinalL—Under IG inches.

A.—Large.

Spotbill. Pintail.

Mallard. Shoveller.

Gadwall. Red-crested Pochard.

Wigcon.
Marbled Duck.

B.— Medium.

The Pocliard.

Tufted Duck.

C—Small.

Common Teal.
|

Grarganey Teal.

White eyed Duck.

CHAPTER VIII.

Colouration.

19. Colouration is a very fallible guide. If one only tJnlouration

had fully plumaged males to deal with, there would be little [^^ G^^'
difficulty. Most of the Ducks liowever, even adults, only
put on their bright colours by about the end of F'ebruary

(see further on). The chief description of the colouration

throughout is that as seen from hdow, an idea which, it is

believed, Mr. C. H. Donald in his " Kaptores of the Panjab "

was the first to develop. That from underneath, at any
rate, is the usual view presented by the bird in the cir-

cumstances in which this book mainly aims at describinc^

him.

Where the general plumage is dealt with, it will be
that of the adult male in full dress. If once a thorough
acquaintance is gained with the males, identification of

the females is not difficult. In describing colours and
patterns, only the simplest words have been used. Old
favourites of the Bird Books, such as "cinereous" and
*' vermiculated," have been avoided, not that we need scoff

ai; them, since every scientific book requires its own exact,

technical language. This treatise does not profess to be
scientific, only to put some rougli, working guides of

various kinds within the reach of the practical sportsmaii.
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Moulting:]! i>0. Moulting ami change of colouration in the Ducks

of
^
Colour-

''^'^' '""^^^^ remarkable, and the two things require to be

tion. (listinguislied from one another.

Colouration tlepends both on sex and age. Females are
generally much duller tlian males. Young males, after pass-
ing from the downy stage, assume the plumage of the adult
female. They then, subject to what is said about moult
below, "commence to assume the plumage of the drake,

and resemble him closely by the end of the first winter
;

but they do not acquire the mature, brilliant plumage of the
perfectly adult drake till about the end of the third year."

In the matter of the moulting of the Ducks, the fact

is to be grasped that, whereas the females of att Ducks
and the males of the resident species here dealt with have
a single moult only, viz., the usual autumn change, the
males of all the migratory species undergo a double moult,
i.e., the usual autumn change piws a special post nuptial

one. "The males" in fact ''pass through a lengthened

operation lasting probably four months As soon as the

female has commenced incubation, the drakes retire and
flock together in the quietest spots they can find. They
there commence a moult of the feathers of the head, neck

and body and emerge from this operation in a plumage
which very closely resembles that of the female. As soon

as this has been accomplished, the drakes moult their

quills. They then cast the plumages of the head, neck

and body again, and resume their ordinar}' brilliant male
plumage." To the above account, which is that of Oates

in his Game Birds of India, it is only necessary to add

that the resumption is very grarlual, for while he states

that "drakes in the plumage of the female, or in post-

nuptial plumage are very seldom seen or shot,"

drakes in partial undress are of course to be met with for

the greater portion of the early shooting season. " The
feathers of the wing," writes Pycraft, " are the first to be

renewed, next those of the flanks and under-parts, then

those of the lower part of the neck and back, and finally

of the head and neck, the new feathers appearing one or

two at a time among those of the plumage which is being

replaced, not in uniformly affected patches."

The accompanying photos show the upper and lower

sides of a specimen of a male Mallard and a male Wigeon,

both shot early in November. The following points should

be noted, viz. :

—

Jn the Mallard—the dark green of the head is a

mask only and does not cover the whole head and neck

as far as the white collar, as in the mature bird. The

white collar is indistinct and does not run right round the

back of the neck. The back and -under-parts are darker

than in the mature specimens. There were no curled

feathers in the tail.
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In the Wiaeon—the colours in the cream blaze and
chestnut head are^ not bright. There are no white
shoulder patches and no white on tlie lower back, as in the

mature bird.

21. Only two of the thirteen species dealt with ]ia\e Index

the Hanks, or sides of the body, and the lower plumage ^f I'ower^

of one uniform colour, viz., the Spotbill and the AJarbled plumage,

Duck; in the rest, whether True or Diving Ducks, the fl^^n'^s and
1 • r 1 . «» under

colouring ot these respective portions is different. tail-coverts.

All the species of True Duck treated have in the
male the under tail-coverts black except the Garganey

;

so have the Spotbill and the Tufted Duck.

KEY 7.

/. Having lower fdnmage and .-i es of hoilij of one

uniform colour throughout.—
Spotbill.

Marbled Duck.

II. Iltivinrj lamer 'pluma -e and sides of hody dilftr-

ent.—

-

All the True Ducks except the Marbled Duck.

The Pochards.

/. Having the nnde.'" tail-covert.s hiack [in the

Male) —
All the True Ducks (except the Grarganey Teal).

//. HaviiiQ the tail-coveilH barred acros.*'.

—

Marbled Duck.

22. Gates, who examined a large number of Ducks, Classification

from all parts of the world and not the Indian ones only,
pattern"(ff

^

has pointed out how important a clue to the determina- the primary

tion of Water Fowl is the pattern of the primaries*. j;'^'^^^''^-

All the resident Ducks, he says, and those Ducks

the migrations of which are very limited or partial,

have the primaries uniform ivithont a pattern, e.g., in

the case of those birds with which we are here concern-

ed, the Spotbill has the primaries nearly uniformly

blackish and the Marbled Duck grey.

All the higlily migratory and rapid-ilying Ducks

have the primaries vjilh the outer wh of a very dark

colour and the inner iv-h nf n drub colnv.r with a dark

tip, e.g., for our purposes, all the True Pucks.

* The " I'riniaries " are the fir^t, ten or eleven quills of the wins?,

counting from tlie tip inwards, the first very u.inute and difficult

to discover. They nrisc i'lom the finger-ioints 'phalanges) and palm
(metacarpus).
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The Pochards (and another class of Ducks with

wliich we are not concerned liave the outer jjrimaries

iiiinilar to Lf.oi-e uf the. Tnte Duck^ hut the iimer firimnrieH

0/ the some xilnte or pale colour as the SfL^ecuhnn, hut tipped

with rivsku.

The .Scaup Ducks, in whicli Oates inehides one ot

the species, viz., the Tufted Duck, treated in this book
;

" have the primaries very similar to those of the Pochards,

but the injier ones, instead of being white or of a pale

colour on both webs, have only the outer web white or of a

pale colour, the inner web being dark."

KEY 8.

7. Primaries uniform ivithout a pattern.—
Spotbill (Kesident, or of limited migration). Marbled

Duck.

//. Primariefi luith outer iveb of vf>y dark colour

and inner weh of a dusky colour with dmk tip.—
All the True Ducks—Highly migratory and rapid-

Hying.

///. Outer primarief: an in II above, hut inner pri-

maries of same xchlte or pale colour as speculum but tipped

with dusky.—
All the Diving Ducks.

Exception.—The Tufted Duck, called by some a Scaup

Duck, which has inner primaries witli outer web white

or much paler than the inner.

Similarity or 23. Among the Surface-feeding Ducks, tlu'ee species

dissimilarity are alike in the colouring of the sexes, z'is., the Spotbill, the

hico'lou^rlng. Gadwall and the Marbled Duck, while all the rest are

(Key 9V° unlike. The Diving Ducks have the sexes dissimilar,

but there is not the broad difference that the True

Ducks show, where nature, wdiile endowing the males with

brilliant colours, has left tlie females drab and incon-

spicuous by comparison. Tlie most striking examples of

the latter phenomenon among the Ducks treated are the

Mallard, the Common Teal, the Wigeon, the Shoveller

and the Red-crested Pochard.

KEY 9.

/. (Sexes uiik", or nearly alikr.—
Spotbill.

!

Uadwall.

Marlilcd Duck.

fl. ^ecrcs di'<iiimilui

.

—
The rest.

Note.—The Diving Ducks sliow liowever rather less dififeieuce

between the .Se.xes thau most surface-feeders do
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24. All the birds, among the species treated of, that gj^ig ^i^^j.

show much white when they fly are noted, with details, in show nmcli

Key 10. This tell-tale white contrasting with a darker
JJ^'^^^V^''*""

shade is to the writer's mind a helpful indication, as it is (Key in.)

the first thiug to catch the eye at a distance when colours ^

are indistinguishable.

Those birds which are most conspicuous in the matter

of 9chite ahout the body are the Tufted Duck, the lower half

of whose lower plumage is white, while the rest, as well as

tlie upper, is black ; tiie Shoveller, who has a white breast

contrasting well, in full plumage, with a dark green head

;

the Pintail with white abdomen, breast and neck, and the

Pochard, the whole of whose body, upper and lower, except

for a chestnut head and dark breast, is very pale grey.

The Wigeon also shows distinct white in places on the

body.

Birds showing much while on the upper fiirle of the

vinqs are the Tufted Duck again, tlie Eed-crested Pochard,

the Gadwall and the White eyed Duck.

The Spotbill lias a V-shaped I ar across either wing
following the contour of the body.

KEY 10.

Note.—W—On the upper wings.

A—On the abdomen.

B—On the breast.

F—On the flanks.

Spotbill—W (white outer webs and two secondaries

make a V-sliaped bar across the back).

Gadwall—W (wliite bar on secondaries'* and A
(whitish).

Common Teal—A.

Wigeon—W (white shoulders) and A.

Pintail—A, B and Neck.

Garganey Teal—A (grey W anrl F).

Shoveller—B.

Ked-crested Pochard

—

\\ (white on shoulders, second-

aries and inner primaries) and F.

The Pochard—A (speckled white).

White-eyed Duck—W (white on secondaries and
inner primaries) and B,

Tufted Duck—W (white secondaries), A and F.

5
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CHAPTER IX
Plight.

Speod. 25. In tlic Keniaiks on Individual Species below will be
(ki> 11.) found the observations of well-known ornithologists about

the relative speed of the various kinds of Ducks. To the

man with the mathematical mind, these will appear more
or less all mere rule of thumb. It will convey little to

him that the experts mostly agree that the Pintail is the

fastest bird of all ; he will want to know exactly what that

means and he will fasten with avidity on Macgillivray's

dictum that the velocity of the Mallard is " probably quite

a hundred miles an hour." What is known, in actual

accurate figures, about the speed of the l)uck tribe, or of

birds generally ? Had Macgillivray anything to go upon
in making his estimate ?

To the latter question the answer is doubtless in the

negative. The use of the word " probably " seems to give

the case way. To the discussion of the former question

let us bring a few modern instances. Homing-pigeons are

said to have reached an authenticated speed of GO miles

an hour and have maintained a speed of fifty-five miles an

hour for four hours in succession, but this is very excep-

tional even for these highly specialised our selected birds.

Dr. Hankin, in his book "Animal Flight,"" finds that

Vultures, whom no one would place among the swiftest

of the birds of prey, reach'a speed in gliding with flexed

wings of 2G metres per second, or, say, slightly below 60

miles an hour. On the other hand there seems to be a

tendency on the part of the layman to exaggerate bird

speeds. Elaborate tests made by the "Field'' in 1887

gave the following as the speeds, in the open, of the birds

named, vis.—
Pigeon, 25-8 to 27-0 miles per hour,

Pheasants, 270 ,,38-1 „ ,,

Partridges, 27*6 ,, 32-1 ,, ,,

and it was remarked that these velocities might fairly be

taken as the speed of birds rising to the gun and also of

driven game when not aided by any wind.

Data published in the Ihid by Col. Meinlicrtzhagen,

who took observations of the flight of birds in connection

with his anti-aircraft duties during the War, show that the

steady flight of the smaller Passe.res varies from 20 to 40,

and that of the Waders from 40 to 50 miles an hour.

Tlie ammunition makers work to an average speed of about

40 miles an hour, though they no doubt expect the man
behind the gun to increase his forward allow^ance if he

sees that he is up against something that is largely exceed-

ing that pace. The rates stated by hini for steady flight

would. Col. Meinherlzhagen remarks, be accelerated greatly
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foi limited times on special occasions, as when a bird is

frightened by an enemy or when it is pouncing on its

prey. It may be added that "flex-gliding," as Dr. Hankin
calls it, is not necessarily by any means the most rapid

means of flight for all birds. Tlie Peregrine, at top speed,

flaps its wings in furious, incessant beats. The flight of

Duck is always of the flapping variety without gliding or

indulatioiis. This is because of the heaviness of their

"loading,'' a convenient formula used to measure and

compare the weiglit lifted by birds per unit of supporting

area. "*If" writes Hankin, "the total area of the two

wings taken together were found to be 10 sq. ft. and if the',

weiglit of the bird were 20 lbs., then the loading would be

2 lbs. per sq. feet." Where the tail is large (as it is not

in the Ducks), it should be included as well as the wings

.

in the total supporting area. A comparison of the Duck
tribe in this matter with some other birds is interesting,

showing, as it does, that the Ducks have to lift a heavier

vviijoht even than the Vultures.

Hird.
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may be added 1'» lliat allainod by \\\o bird, ^'ery higli

rates of speed will not liowever be observed universally

as, if the birds are not too wild, some of them will slow

down occasionally in the neiorhbourhood of one or other

of the butts in search of cover or when not unduly liustled.

One thing is certain and tliat is tliat every rate of speed

and every kind of behaviour will be exhibited. The hard

thinker who reduces every shot to a delicate mathematical

problem will have his work cut out to adjust his scientific

notions of sliot-gun ballistics to each particular case.

Best of all will be the man who, having laid up in his

inner subconsciousness certain simple lessons on the

subject, adds them to a sound practical knowledge of the

habits of even the individual species he has to deal with,

and has them at his command so that brain, eye and
muscles all co-ordinate to produce the required effect.

Good shooting is largely a matter of instinct. The
instinct is of course a trained one, but a happy result

seldom admits of analysis. You knew you had done the

right thing, even before the bird fell, and yet you cannot

explain it. The old Scotch keeper in Punch who had
been holding a butt with great credit in a Grouse drive,

asked by a novice to expound how he did it, was only

able to say that he " put it al)Out their heads as they

came in and about their tails as they went away "—sound

enough as a statement of fact, but defective as an expla-

nation of causation.

In the Key .(No. 11) an attempt is made to fix an

order of merit for the Ducks in the matter of speed.

As said above, the Pintail is probably in a class by

liimself; the next fastest probably are the Common Teal,

Gadwall and Tufted Duck. All the remainder may be

lumped together ; there is not much to choose in speed

between them and the order, witliin this class, does not

profess to be strictly one of merit.

NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL SPECIES.

Spotbill.—Fly swiftly when fairly off {Gates). In

every sense one of the finest and most sporting of our

Duck. (Sliiart- Baker).

. Mallard.—Flight very rapid and powerful (Scbohm).

W.hen in full flight, their velocity is great, being probably

quite^ hundred mile an liour. (MacjiUivray),

GadmiL—When you have got within shot, says

Stuart-Buker, the Gadwall proves a thoroughly sporting

bird ; in full flight he is even faster than the Mallard.

Common Teal.-—On the wing they are very swift.

I doubt, says_ Hume, if they are swifter than the Pintail,

but they are more nimble and will often escape a

Peregrine when the Pintail would assuredly have been
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victimised. They turn and twist with a rapidity second
only to the Cotton Teal. Yields to no other Duck in

the speed of his flight. (Stuarl'Bah'e7'\

Wigeon,—Their flight is swift and powerfid, says

JJinne, but not equal to that of the Pintail. On the

wing tliey are certainly not as fast as either the Grarganey
or Commou Teal. {Stuart-Bulcer).

Pintail.—Their flight, says Hume and Shto.rt-Baker, is

exceedingly swift, probably faster than that of any other

duck, and is very easily recognisable,

Garc/aney-—Their flight, agree Hume, and Sfiiart-

Baker^ is lidlo if at all inferior to that of the Common Teal.

Shoveller,—Fly witli very great rapidity, says Hume,
wlien well on the wing, in this respect quiti; equalling

the Mallard.

Marhled Duck.— Flight less rapid than tliat of the

Common Teal and Garganey. {[lume).

Red-crested Pochard.—They are strong flyers and go

at a good pace. (Sin art-Baker).

The Pochard.—Their powers of flight, says Sluart-

Bakf-r, are not equal to those of swimming and diving;

once on tlic wing, they go away at a good pace.

White eyed Duck.—When on the wing, says IIarne,t\(^

flight of this species if fairly, but by no means very, rapirj.

Tujted Duck.—This species, writes Hume, has, I.

think, an easier, smoother and more rapid flight than

most of the other Pochards. When frightened, says

Stuart-B 'J ker, it flies at a great pace, nearly equalling

the Pintail and exceeding most other ducks.

SUMMARY, KEY 11.

Four classes may be made, viz.—
A.—Very Fast.

B.—:Medium Fast.

C—Fast.

A.-— Very Fant.

Pintail.

B.—Medium Fast.

Common Teal.
[

Gradwall.

Tufted Duck.

Mallard.

Spotbill.

Shoveller.

Crarganey Teal,

*C.—Fast.

Wigeon.

Marbled Duck.
Red-crested Pochard.

The Pochard.

White-eyed Duck,

* Note.—There id not inucli to rlioosuju spocd between the bird
in Class C, ami the order is not strictly one of merit



20. Apart from the gonoral interest of the subject at the

present day, the phenomena of flight are worth the study

of the sportsman who wislies to slioot with success. One
vonld like to see an analysis of the flight of the Duck tribe

by an expert on bird aviation like Dr. llankin, but,

unfortunately, his careful and scientific observations are

mainly confined to the birds of prey. It is interesting to

find him poking fun, in a book in which this is almost

the only departure from serious business, at Hume for

explaining the mystery of soaring flight by " levitation."

Or. Hankin does not seem to know Hume, at any rate

under the initials A. 0. H. The great Ornithologist was

00 doubt better at stating facts than expounding causation.

A.ny how, he was hard to beat as an observer, and the

Tudividual Notes in this paragraph alone are sufficient to

vindicate him in this aspect. Remarks on the tricks of

the various species will be found below ; in general it seems

only necessary to say that the True Ducks differ very

conspicuously from the Diving Ducks when on the wing,

and this is the point which should first be seized. "The
flight of the latter is irregular as compared with that

jf the former. The pinions of the Diving Ducks beat

faster, because more exertion is required to sustain and

project their heavier bodies ; they keep lower and are not

to be seen so much against the sky ; their light is hurried

and anxious ; they never wheel with the grace and certainty

of Teal, but fly straight with all haste to the place which

they appear to have chosen." (Sir Ralph Payve- Gallicay).

Among the True Ducks, the palm for difficulty and general

sporting characteristics must be given to the familiar little

Common Teal. Even the beginner will be able to hit a

party of them flying wi'h his first barrel, but he will find

the second a very diflferent proposition. At the impact of

the sound wave the whole lot twist away like lightning,

altering their elevation and generally beliaving in a way

that takes one's breath away at first. The Pintail is the

fastest of the Duck tribe, but he doesn't give one much
opportunity or many shots. Of the remaining commoner

Ducks, the Mallard and tlie Gadwall are fine fliers, the

latter perliaps the more difficult to hit of the two.

REMARKS ON INDIVIDUAL SPECIES.

Spotbill.—The Spotbill, snyn Stnatt-Baker, is in

every sense of the word one of the finest and most game of

our duck. Even larger on an average tlian the Mallard,

it fully rivals that bird for thfe table and is, I think, more
uniform in its good condition ; this no doubt is due to

the fact that it has not to ' overtax its strengtli in long

migrations. ;
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Mallard.—When disturbed from the water, they soon

get fairly on the wing and fly straight away, slowly wheel-

ing round, if necessary, so as to get up wind; but, as

they rise from the surface, the direction of their flight

forms a very small angle at first with the direction of the

water and this is also the case when they alight. As they

approach the water, they skim with expanded wings and

drop feet-first perpendicular into it, with depressed tail

and flattering wings. {Seebohm.)

GadivalL—A s many writers have observed, reminds one

mucli of the Teal in the manner of flying, {i^tuart-Baker.)

Comwon Teal.—Flight rapid and flexible, say^

Hur)\e (if I may coin an expression to represent the

extreme facility with which the species turns and twists

in the air). They have a habit after being flushed of

suddenly dropping again which I have not noticed in onr

other Ducks.

Everbody must have noticed the clever way in

which the survivors will suddenly alter their elevation

by several feet to the impact of the sound wave of the

first barrel and before the second can be loosed off.

In open waters, such as rivers, etc., and when on the

wing, S'ivS Stuart-Baker, Teal often fly bunched and

close together and form shots which much encourage the

bad habit of shooting into the Jjvoum , cpiite small flocks

often providing from half a dozen to a dozen teal to a

couple of barrels of an ordinary smoothbore. Of course,

even into the broivn one must hold fairly straight.

Viigeon.—Seems to have no particular tricks of flight.

tiritail.—Darts by at more than railway speed,

conspicuous by his long, pointed tail, long neck and

white breast. (Hume.)

Garganey T-<(1.—Though in flight more direct, sayn

Siaart-J^cker, agreeing with Hit me, the flocks seldom

indulge in the swift dodgings and swervings of the Common
Teal. "Shooting over the vast Jessore hheels in boats

which went in a thinly scattered line through them, " i.e.

n,i<is, "the difference between the flight of tlie two species

was well shown. The Garganeys rose far ahead, swept round

but once in a wide semicircle and then went straight

ahead, whereas the Common Teal often dodged in and out

down the whole line, circled about two, three or more

times, and then disappeared but often only to settle half

a mile or so further on." " When flying, " lie adds " the}'

do not struggle much, adhering very much to the dense

closely -packed masses in which they rest during the day
''

Shoveller.—They fly well; not so boldly perhaps as

other Ducks, but not so low as the Drivers. (Sir Ralph
jJiyne-GMway.)
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MarhUd Duck.—Tlie fli<fht of this species, though
Teal-like, %vroU Hume, is less rapid and flexible than that

of tiie Common Teal. It more nearly resembles tliat of

the Gargauey, hut is less powerful and less rapid than
that of this latter species. There is somethiug of the

Gadwall in it, bat it wants the ease of this. It flies much
lower too and, as already mentioned, mucli more readily

resettles after being disturbed.

Red- crested Pochard.'] No t^pecial remarks. All have

The Pochard. I
the general features of Po-

White-eved Duck i
''''^'''^ ^'^^'^ """^'''^ '" ^^'^

"^

J mam text ot the paragraph.

Tufted Duck.—Flight easier and smoother than most
of the otlier Pocliards. illume).

SUMMARY, KEY 12.

Mallard.—l\ise.s with a bound at a very small angle

to the water and, dropping skims with extended, fluttering

wings, alighting feet-first.

GadwaH.—Flight very rapid, easy and Teal-like.

Common Teal.—Flight very rapid, and flexible.

Alters elevation with great rapidity at the impact of the

sound wave of the first barrel. Often fly very bunched.

Piutuit.—Dashing, straight forward flight.

Garganey .~-'Vly closely packed.

Marbled Duck-— Flight Teal-like, but less flexible,

powerful and rapid. Has something of the Gradwall in it,

but \vants its ease.

*Red-crested Pochard.—^light strong and heavy.

27. One point about the flight of Duck, though not one

rising wiien which directly concerns the sportsman quietly placed in

surprised. a butt, is the comparative speed with which the different
«y 1-3.) species are able to rise from the water and get under way.

One is not however always shooting from a butt ; one is

often stalking birds on the water for a first shot; and the

point dealt with in this paragraph has a direct bearing

on the wing-power of the bird. Hume is full of informa-

tion on the sal)ject. Firstly, he did not despise netting

and the bird that gets up perpendicularly and rapidly

must be flushed close to the standing net, or he will clear

it. Secondly to tlie punt-gunner, as he was, the species

make all the difference as to whether you should get

a sitting shot or one just as the birds rise. " Some draw
together and rise en onasse, and these should only be taken
wlien afoot above water; others, though drawing togetlier,

*Noie.— Ihe tiight of all the rochards is more hurried and irre-

gular and at less height, hut more direct, than that of tlie True
i)uck8.
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rise in succession, and these are best fired at jut^t before

tliey rise. Others, again, separate on a'ly suspicion of

danger, and at these a shot, however long, at the first

sign that tliey are on the qui vive is most likely to tell."

The quickest birds off tlie water, probably, are the

G"ad\-all, i>lallard, Garganey and Tufted Duck, and the
Spotbill, Shoveller and Marbled Duck are tlie slowest. The
Pochards are bad risers, owing to the backward position

of their feet, and they make a loud splashing noise when
they rise in large numbers.

NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL SPECIES.

SpothiU.—Rise ratlier heavily, says Hinne. and are

as easy to shoot as old liens when they first fluster up
out of the reeds.

Mallard.—On being surprised, .va//s Macoillivray^

wliether on shore or water, they spring up at once with a

bound, rise obli(pielv witli a bound and Hy off with speed.

Gadudll. —About the Gradwall, Hume, wlio has just

mentioned the Grey Dack (Spotbill) and Mallard in t'lis

onier says '' TAke the formpr, they spring up from land

and water at a rather sharp angle and usually rise thus
for twenty yards before sweeping off on a horizontal course"
"Former" is surely a slip for "latter," as Hume is

practically reproducing in slightly different language
Macgillivray's remarks about the Mallard.

Wi'ifo'i,—They spring up more readily than the

Pintail from the water or the ground and more per-

pendicularly than those, in fact in these respects they are

almost equal to the Gadwall. {Hume.)

Wigeoii.—Hvoiie says they are as quick in )ising as

the Gadwall, writes St.uart-Buktr. I shoukl have given the

palm to the Gadwall fnr quickness in getting off the water,

but once up the Wigeon is quite as fast in getting away.

Hintail.—They rise less easily says Hume, and at a

lower angle than Mallard and Gadwall.

Getting off the water, ivrites S(unrf.-Baker, they are less

quick than some ducks, "skittering" along the surface for

a few feet ; tliey rise less abruptly also, but, once on the
wing, they show to the greatest advantage.

Qarganty.—The Garganey, Stuart- Baker icohfirmiuij

Hwrnet nalen, rise quicker off the water than the Common
Teal, getting up obliquely and is quicker away.

Shovel er.—They rise heavily and slowly. {Hume^.

MoilAei hack.—Their tendency in rising is rather

Coot-like than Duck-like. tHuvie .

Rf.'i-crested Pochar'i.—They are very slow iri get-

ting off the water, notes Stuart-Baker, and take some time
to get their pace up.
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27<g Pochaid.—Once on the wing, ivriteh Stuart-

Baker, tliey go away at a good pace, but they are slow ofif

the water and awkward as well.

Wfiitt'-eped Iiach:—They rim, saj^i, J1urn e, with some
little difficulty. If flushed from water, they strike it

rei)ea(e(lly with their feet, like Coots, but in a less

exaggerated style. Rising out of the reeds, they fluster

up and go ofif much like Partridges with a low, straight,

flight, often dropping suddenly, almost Quail-like, after a

^.hort flight.

Kises very obliquely, says Stuart-Baker, nor does it

rise high when well on the wing but generally flies within
a few yards of the surface of the water, getting on consider-

able ])ace when once fairly away.

Tvftf.d Duck.—Just as expert, writes Stuart-Baker,
as are the rest of the Pochards on or in the water, it excels

the majority of these in getting away from it. It rises

with less fluster, noise and splashing than is caused by the

rising of other Pochards, and also gets ofif the water
more quickly and gets more quickly into its stride.

KEY 13.

A.

—

Quick at gettiv j off the Water.—
Mallard.

Gadwall.

Garganey Teal

Tufted Duck.

B.

—

Medium at ''jdtiug off the Water.—
Wigeon.

j
Pintail.

C.

—

Slow at qettinq off the Watn-.—
All the Pochards.

Spotbill.

Shoveller.

Marbled Duck.

The fliglit shooter and the iield naturalist see the

formations ^^i^^'k tribe in the formations which they adopt for regular,

in rtight. systematic flight for long distances. The man in a drive
Ji^Y H

) ^^qji ^^q{. jjj^yg opportunity to observe this interesting

phenomenon, since birds under fire or merely doing short

journeys from one jhii to another by day do not take any
particular formation: Everyone however will have seen some
time or other, and in particular at the season of migration,
how the Ducks tend to fly iuA'-shape, Y-shape or in "line.''

Ducks are not alone in this respect Cranes, Storks, Geese,

cntain sea-birds and certain Waders do the same. But
is it correct to say the formation is "line "? Probably,
i I all cases it will be found that the line is what is more
c )rrectly to be called echelon, which the Cavalry drill book
defines as "a formation of successive and parallel units

ficing in the same direction, each on a flank, and to the
rear, of the unit in front of it." From the simple echelon
the V and Y formations seem to develop when the dressing

of the line gives way.
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Why should the echelou flight formation be usual

in flocks of some species and not in others (among
the Duck tribe, the Pochards prefer to fly en ma^f-e)

;

and how are the former (as they evidently are, or the
formation would not be employed) aided in their flight

by such formation ? These questions are asked and
answered by Major Magrath in the Bombay Natural His-

tory Society's Journal of 1909. A little consideration, he
says, will call to mind those species (see above) in which
the echelon is in vogue, and also the flocks in wliich it is

not seen or not noticeable, such as those of t]i(> smaller

passerine species, the Gulls, Kooks and Lapwings and in

coveys of Partridges or packs of Grrouse, etc. If we bear

in mind how species in both of tlie above categories fly

in flocks, the suggestion will occur that the formation is

intimately connected with uniformity and compactness of

flocks, with weiglit and size of the component individuals,

with velocity, with the powers of sustained flight required

by migrant species and with capacity, in spite of size, for

making headway in adverse winds; conversely, that it

confers no advantage on flocks in which the individnab
do not fly in very close proximity to one another, in which
the formation is a loose and straggling one, in whicli the
individuals, though fast fliers, have little power of sustain-

ed flight, and in those composed of birds whose small size

offers comparatively little resistance to the air. The
answer to the first half of the question must then, I

think, lie in the characteristics of the different species of

gregarious birds and the necessities of their existence To
the second half the answer must, I think, be sought for in

the behaviour of the atmosphere on the passage at speed of

a heavy body through it. A large or heavy bird in rapid

flight in a still or moving atmosphere must continually

displace a volume of air equal to its bulk and tlius be the

cause of a powerful indraught of air in its immediate rear.

Behind the same bird flying against a high wind, if there is

no indraught, there is yet a certain space in which the air is

comparatively still. In tlie former case a bird immediately
behind would be in a strong following wind, a state of

things birds dislike intensely as it upsets their equilibrium.

In the latter the bird would be to some extent in still air,

necessitating a difference of effort of wing stroke. In both
cases this would quickly lead to disintegration of tlie flock,

accurate keeping of station and an equality of speed becom-
ing impossible. It is probaldy the case therefore that

echelon formation renders important aid to large birds in

keeping the flocks intact when on the wing liy enabling the

individuals composing the same, while keeping close to each
otliei-, to avoid the air disturbance's set up by those im-
mediately in front, at the same time ensuring to each an
unifoim air-pressure and outlook to the front.
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Apply the above to Jjalhain's dicUiiu tliat flocks of

the Pociiard have 110 particular shape in flying hut are

indeterminate and to Stuart-leaker's comment that flying

f)» vKisPc and not in line or V-sliape would appear to be

typical of all the true Pochards, and the explanation seems

to be that the True Ducks of the pointed wing and power-

ful flight have evolved the echelon as best suited to their

methods and ])urposes, while the sliort-winged Diving-

Ducks of laborious fliglit find it of no special advantage

to them. The danger of trying to lay down general rules

in Natural History is thus well exemplified when two

genera as closely allied can be found to difl"er so in one

salient characteristic. Among the followers of the eclielon

formation everi minor differences are to be seen—Pintail

fly in very regalar formation, changing position less than

do most Dncks. ( Sivnrt-Buki'r.) Wigeon fly in a line

nearly always irregular and altering much in shape as the

birds fly, the two ends generally thin, while towards tlie

centre the birds are more numerous (Stuart-Baker), and

tliey follow so close on the heels of their leader that it

forms a distinguishing peculiarity. (Meyer.)

SUMMARY, KEY 14-

A.

—

Birds that fly in Echelon or V- Formation.

7 he True Dii':ki^—especially Pintail—Very regular

formation, changing position less than most and Wigeon

—

Generally fly in line formation, very close together, always

irregular and altering mueli in shape as the Inrds fly,

V>.—Birds that fly en masse.

29. Tfie Fochiirih.—He will he a very cool hand, or an

extremely acute observer who, in the hurry and heat of a

o\t rliea-l
i^jq. (jiive, will be able to take stock of and distinguish the

^W^5.) sound made in overhead flight by the various species.

There are however some kinds of Duck, especially the

Pochards, whose wings are shorter than those 'of the

ordinary Ducks, whose noise in flight is not to be

mistaken bv one who really knows. Few sportsmen-

naturalists prol)ably in this resjiect ever equalled

liume, who earned his experience from flight-shooting

at nioht. and what he and others have noticed is

certainly worth collecting and reproducing. Even Hume's

])ractised ear, it is not superfluous to say, was sometimes

deceived. ''This last cold season,'' he wrote in Game
Birds of Britisli India, "coming down the Jumna at

nicfht, a bunch of fowl swept over us from astern and, as I

fired, I set them down as Red-crests. The night was

stormy, the lightning was flashing incessantly and there

was a b.ead wind with drizzling rain. One bird dropped

Distinctive
noises m
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dead (two others fell, but disappeared) and proved to be a

common Pochard, The fact is that the wing-rustle varies

a good deal according to whether the fowl are going with

or against the wind and whether the air is dry and clear

or loaded with mist and drizzle ; and only a very practised

fen-man can always be quite sure of every bird at all times

by the sound of its wings."

Hume's remarks generally in this connection, given

in his own vivid style, may be quoted. "To an old

Norfolk Hight-shooter the best part of the sport com-

mences... when in cold, cloudy weather, such as we get

about Xmas, it gets pitch-dark soon after sunset, and you

shoot entirely by the whistle of the wings and at most

catch, just as you fire, the faintest glimpse of a shadow

just flitting across the gloom above. How the gun

cracks at such a time ! What a blaze of liglir it

sheds, lightning-like, around for an instant, and then

how pleasant, in the midst of the intense darkness that

succeeds, to hear tlie one, two, three heavy thuds or

splashes of the victims which in a very few moments your

dogs will lay at your feet! It is just when it is too dark

to see and when you have to shoot, judging not only

direction and distance, but rate of flight also, by ear, that

flioht shooting becomes a real sport. But then for this

you must not be posted on the far side of the jhil, where

the birds will circle, but some distance on the near

side, at a place where the birds will pass over with

arrowy straightness, if also with arrowy speed. At no

time, I think, does the sportsman feel a greater sense of

elation than when standing thus in a clump of bushes, a

cold wind and drizzling rain bracing his nerves, he suc-

ceeds in making flight after flight, as they swish past

unseen, each steadily contrilnite its quota to his bag. Hut

I suspect that, to make any liand of this night work, you

must have practised it from cliildhood, and even then, no

doubt, it is uncertain work. Sometimes you cannot hit

anything, and sometimes, just as at billiards, you get

your liand in and not a wing can liurtle past without pay-

ino- the [xMialtv." For tliis sort of shooting, good dogs are

a ^ine qua uon, but there are few people who are fortunate

enough to possess them in India. Was it, by the way,

his addiction to this metiiod of fliglit shooting at night

that makes Hume give the curious advice that " it is

always wrong to fire at fowl coming towards you? " " You
should, he says, always let them pass before drawing-

trigger," and lie adds that the breast-feathers of a Pintail

will turn comparatively heavy shot at very moderate dis-

tances. He did not know, evidently, the pleasure which

the votary of the modern twelve bore feels when he takes

an incoming bird neatly in the head. Any shooting is

apt to be chancy when it is so dark that you cannot see
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your gun barrels but. only the bird. Hume is tliinking

more of registerino- a body liit someuhere than of making
a ch^an kill. Pellets fired from behind will penetrate

thick plumage better than pellets fired from in front

because the former pass under the feathers whicli are

no longer in a position to turn them. Anyone who cares

for the niceties of shooting will, nevertheless, always try

and take two in front of him.

NOTES OX INDIVIDUAL SPECIES.

MallanL—The flight is very rapid and powerful and
each stroke of its wings is distinctly audible e\en at some
distance. (Sefhohm.) His liard-ciuillcd wings wliistle

against the air. {MacgilMvriy.

Common Tenl and Gadwull.—The Gadwall reminds

one much of Teal as many obseivers have remarked, writes

iSluiirt-B iker, in the suishswish of the wings as the flock

hurtles overhead.

ll/f/(o»<.—The flight of the Wigeon is accompanied

by a mucli harslier rustle (than that of the Pintail) which

can always be distinguished from that of the other fowl

that I know. (Hvme). Hume notes the peculiar rustle

by the Wigeon in flying; this is very distinctive, and

when close at hand sounds very different to the swish of

the Mallard or the sound of other ducks' flight. (Stvart.-

B'tlcj). When walking, swimming and flying, snys Hnwef
they often utter a shrill '' whew " (the origin probably of

the name), a sort of whistle by whicli you may know

them at any distance ; it is not a clear, full whistle like

a Curlew's, but a whistle—cry, rather discordant when
heard by day, but not without its charms when uttered at

niohl by large numbers, mingled with the call of many
other species and mellowed by the distance and the multi-

tudinous voices of wind and water.

Fititnil.—When close to the hearer, says Sluart-

Bah.r, the sound of their flight is quite unmistakeable.

Less noisy and whirring than that of most of their near

relations, their fliglit has a soft swish-swish about it of a

very distinctive character. Hume says, speaking of their

flight, that it is a "low, soft, hissing swisli/" and thus

describes it very exactly.

Garget ney.—Whether it is only because one habi-

tually meets them in sucli large flocks, sap» Hutne, or

whether it is really peculiar to them, 1 do not know, but

cerlaiuly one associates the overhead flight of this species

with a surging hiss, more even, sustained and rushing

than that of any of our other ducks. Anyone who has

stood under heavy round- short fire knows the way in which

shot hurtle up to you crescendo and die away as they pass;

and just in this way (though "the sounds are in a wholl}
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different key) does tlie swish of a large flock of Garganey
surge up to you in the middle of the niglit and die away
as they pass. I do not think, sot^s Stuart-Bake' , commenting
on H'livifi, that it is because the birds are numerous oi

familiar tliat we tliink the sound distinct from that ot

other birds'" flight. I remember wlien flrst introduced to

the Grarganey how I was struck with the pattering swisb
of their flight and then noticed how like a wliistle it

rose and fell as it approached and vanished.

Shovellc"-.—The fliglit of the Slioveller is not quite
so rapid as that of other Ducks, but the pinions are moved
rapidly and very andi])ly at even some distance.
(Seebohm.)

lied-crested Pochard.—Hume notes their very charac-
teristic wing-rustle, which, though resembling that of the
Pochard, is loader and harsber. Their wings, he explains
are short and, rapidly agitated, make a very distinct palpi-
tating, rushing sound, by which even a single bird pass-
ing anywhere near one in the stillness of the night can
generally be recognised.

The Pochard.—Their wing rustle, nays Hume, is far

more characteristic than that of the White eye, and I have
seldom failed to recognise them by it, when T have shot

them at night, before they came to hand.

The Wkite-eyed Dack.— See under the Pochard
above )

SUMMARY, KEY 15,

1. Mallard.—" His hard quilleJ-wings give a whist-

ling sound."

2. Ga'iwall.—G-oes with a "Swish, swish '' overhead.

3. Comraon Teal.—(xAs for Gadwall*.

4. Wigeou,— '' Peculiar rustling flight and whistles
' whew.'

'"'

5. Garganey Teal.—''Flies with a surging hiss, more
even, sustained and rushing than any of our other Ducks.'"'

6. Shoveller.—'-Sound of the wings audible even at

some distance."

7. Rfii-crestfd Pooh'ird.—"A characteristic wing-
rustle, like, hut louder and luuslier tlian that of the

Pochard.

8. The Pochtird.—''A pecular whistling sound,

wing-rustle far more characteristic than that of the

White-eye.'"'

9. ]\hiU-cytd Dack..—(See under the Pochard).
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CHAPTER X.

Feeding.

,. 30. .\11 1 lie I)iicks arc more or less onuiivorous, neither

(KeylG.' animal uo: veoetabli' foocl coming amiss to them. Some
incline more to the one and some to the other form of

diet, the following, 7'/^.,* .Spotbill, Mallard, Gradvvall ( in

particular), Wigeon, Grarganey Teal, Marbled Duck and

the Pochard being mainly vegetarians, while the follow-

ing subsist chiefly on animal food, viz., the Pintail,

tShoveller and White-eye (in particular). As a general

rule, those Ducks whicli are vegetarians are the best for

the table, though the Pintail is a notable exception.

The Pochards as a class, though their diving capacity

would seem to suggest this, are not specially animal-

feeders ; all and in particular the Pochard, will eat vege-

table diet, while the White-eye's food on the other hand is

three-quarters animal.

The Duck tribe feeds both on dry land and in the

water, though mainly the latter. The Wigeon frequently

grazes, the Spotbill and Ked -crested Pochard sometimes

and the Common Teal rarely. In their aquatic feeding,

the main difference is that the True Ducks feed on the

surface while the Pochards dive, their conformation, with

their legs placed farther back than in the ordinary Ducks,

particularly fitting them for moving under the water.

All the Ducks will feed by day, if undisturbed, some

more, some less. The Pochards are essentially diurnal.

From the nature of their avocations, quotes Oates from

Chapman, the Diving Ducks are almost entirely day-

feeding fowl, as they require light for their subaqueous

investigations. Those which prey on animal food, living

Crustacea and other creatures which require catching—are

exclusively diurnal in their habits ; but one or two species,

such as the Pochard, whose food consists of grass and

vegetable substances, exhibit nocturnal proclivities. In

the main however the Diving Ducks are of diurnal

habits In short, they occupy by day the situa-

tions then vacated by the nocturnal Game-Ducks. The

True Ducks, as Chapman says, feed by night, a great

number that frequent rivers by day coming in land about

dusk to feed in jftUx. Often, remarks Hume, for some

little time one particular piece of water, perhaps not half

a dozen acres in extent, attracts the wild fowl of a co;intry-

side. Even the day feeders, writes Stuart- Baker, are in-

clined to feed freely during moonlight nights, and tl is

is perhaps more especially tlie case witli such as graze on

grass and young crops.

* NoTK.—The writer lias founl in the pallet of a dead Spotbill

entire Lotus bulb; so large as to bo with difficulty squeezed out.
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PVom wliat, has been said abovo about surface and

deep water feeding it is obvious that the deptli of tlie

water at different times has a great influence on the

choice of the habitat of ducks. Wigeon, it has been

noticed, are "commoner in a dry year." vStuart-Baker's

explanation is a simple (me. " In very wet seasons the

lakes, jhii«, ponds, etc., all overflow their normal limits,

and thus tlie edges of the shallow water cover ground on

which no water weeds grow and on which the natural dry

ground vegetation has been killed by the water. On the

otlier hand, in dry seasons, the water recedes and much

jhil vegetation which, under ordinary circumstance, would

be in a few feet of water is within a few inches of the

top and well within the grasp of the Teal {sic) as io

feeds with only its tail end out of the water."

Detailed remarks on the individual species will be

found below, but that oddity, the Shoveller, needs special

mention here. He is equipped witli a great spatula-shaped

bill, on both chaps of wliicli are a sifting-apparatus which

leaves his captures of tiny animal life in while the water

passes out. He is a poor diver, owing to the small size

of his feet, and it is not his habit to go heads-down, tails-

up in search for food. But he is a tactician and he beneflts

by the work of others, swimming round in circles above

the place where the Diving Ducks are feeding below and

taking the food that escapes them and comes to the sur-

face.

NOTES OX INDIVIDUAL SPECIES.

Spoi bill.—They are principally vegetable-feeders, and

do a good deal of damage to rice, mys Stiiart-B>k.er, both

when young and in the ear, trampling down a great deal

more than they eat ; they also, at times, eat all sorts of

miscellaneous food, such as water molluscs, frogs, worms,

insects, etc. Woods observes that the places where they

feed can generally be detected at a glance from the state of

the much-trampled blades of rice and numerous feathers

lying about. He says that he has good sport by conceal-

ing liimself in such places on bright moonlight nights

and shooting the birds as they fly over.

Mallard.—SeeLU of Graminenc and other plants, says

Mucgillivrny, fleshy and fibrous roo's, worms, molluscs,

insects, small reptiles and fishes, are the principal objects

of its search. In shallow water it reaches the bottom

with its bill, keeping the hind part of the body erect by a

continual motion of the feet. When searching under the

surface, it keeps the tail flat on the water, and, when

paddling at the bottom, with its hind part up, it directs

the tail backwards.
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Oadwall.—They ave almost entirely vegetable-feeders,
«ai/s Smart-Baker, subsisting much on wild and cultivated
rice, water weeds, etc., and seldom \arying the diet with
animal fool. A drake shot in Silcliar was found to

contain mass of small white worms in addition to some
water-berries and half ripe rice, but this in no way atfected

the flesh.

Common Ttcd.—They rarely feed on really dry land,
^nys Stiinrt-Bnker, but freijuently in paddy-fields, etc., where
there are a few inches only of mud and water. They are
principally night feeders, but, where quite undisturbed,
they feed during all but the hottest hours of the day,
say from 11 a.m. to about 3 p.m. Their food is undoubt-
edly mainly vegetable, but they do not despise worms,
insects, etc., which may come in their way. For the
purpose of obtaining tlieir food their diving is said not to
extend beyond the peculiar semi-dive so often indulged in
by the domestic duck, which leaves the tail end well out
of the water. Even when it has finished feeding it remains
in among the weeds, reeds, and other cover near the shore.

Wiceon.—They are of course, urttes Sin art-Balder,

strong and expert divers, but do not feed, I think, on any
stuff which necessitates their going completely under
water. Of two birds shot in Silchar, the stomachs con-

tained nothing but the white tendril-like roots of a small
water-plant wliich growls profusely where the water is only

a few inches deep, ancl these the birds could obtain l)y

merely standing on their heads, as it were, in the water.

They graze a good deal, like geese, on young grass and
also young crops and in addition to various other vegetable

substances, eat water snails, worms, insects and shell-fish

of sorts, this more particularly near the sea-coast, where
they are often found in In-ackish estuaries or back-waters.
Morris writes, " This species feeds principally on water-

insects and tlieir larvae, small moUusca, worms, the fry

of fish, and frogs
; as also the buds, shoots and leave of

plants and grass, and these it browses on in the daytime;
but it chiefly seeks its food in the mornings and evenings
and also at times in the night.

Pintail.—Their food, sapf* Sivart-Bnker, seems to

consist of small and fragile shell-hsh, but they also eat a
large variety of other animal matter, and are also to a
certain extent vegetarians. Unlike however the majority
of the Ducks, which are more animal than vegetable
feeders, ihe Pintail is among the very best of birds for

the table.

Garqnney.—Their staple diet, says Stvart-B'iker, is

vegetarian, and of vegetable matter, the staple varieties
are rice, both cultivated and wild, various kinds of reeds
and roots and the young leaves and shoots of various
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surface o-rowing water-plants. Tiiey also eat siicii animal

matter in the shape of water-insects, worms, snails and

shell-fish, etc., which focce themselves on their notice.

Shoveller.—They feed, says Siwirl-Baker, with bills

and heads under water, running the former through the

shallows in the mud and so collecting the numerous small

forms of animal life \vhich there abound and which, when
tiie bill is lifted, are retained while the water filters out.

They will eat almost anything, but at the same time

animal food undoubtedly forms the major portion of their

diet. Doubtless, ivrites Hume, in the more savoury

localities such as the more aristocratic ducks frequent,

insects and their larva;, worms, small frogs, shells, tiny

fish and all kinds of reeds and shoots of water-grasses,

rushes and the like constitute their food ; but, where they

take up their abode on one of the village ponds, and the

pond is a real dirty one, I can assert, from the examina-

tion of many recent killed birds, that it is impossible to

say what these birds will not eat. All ducks are more or

less omnivorous, but no other duck will, as a rule, frequent

the dirty holes in which a pair of Shovellers will often

pass the winter.

Shoveller.—Blanford remarks that it never appears to

feed, like other ducks, with its head and breast immersed
and its tail sticking up vertically. Newton notes its

peculiarity of " swimming round in circles with its bill

in the water above the spot where Pochards are diving

and feeding beneath and sifting out the substances that

float up when disturbed by the operations of the diving

ducks. " Shovellers, snys Gates, are poor divers. Their foot

is smaller in proportion to their body than that of any of

the true Ducks. The larger the feet in the Duck tribe,

the better they can dive.

Marblei Duck.—Their food, says Hume of Sind, is

very varied here the major portion consists of leaves,

shoots, rootlets, corns and seeds of aquatic plants, inter-

mingled with worms, fresh water shells, insects of all

kinds and their larvjo. I believe I found a small frog in

the stomach of one.

Red-creste^l. Pochard.—The fact is, says Hume that,

though you rxai-at times see it dibbling about in the water

likeTealand Shovellers its normal habit and practice

IS to dive and I have watched flocks of them scores of times

diving for an hour at a time with pertinacity and energy

unsurpassed iiy any other wild fowl. Examine closely

their favourite haunts, and you will find them to be almost

invariably in just those waters in which they must dive for

their food. Deep broads, where the feathery water-weed

beds do not reach within several feet of the surface, not

the comparatively shallow ones where the same weeds (the
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character of their knaves clianged liowevcr by emergency)
lie in thick masses coiled along the .snrface. This, notes

Staart-Baher, is certainly my experience, and I noticed in

the Sunderbunds how very much this duck ke]5t to the

open, central portions of the huge bheeh feeding there on
and amongst the aquatic plants, especially on a long,

trailing moss-like weed which grew several feet under
water. Moreover, I have found in their stomachs the

roots of plants which do not grow except in fairly deep
water. They not only dive well and for long periods, but
they also dive to no inconsiderable depth; and that it is a

pleasure to them to dive is shown by their constant diving

when at play, chasing one another both above and below
the surface. Tliey feed both by night and day but

mainly in the early morning and evening ; and, thouo-h

the very much greater portion of their diet is undoubtedly
aquatic, -they have been known to feed on young crops on

dry land. They are principally vegetable feeders, mlda
Slnart-Buker, but tliey sometimes feed on fish, shcll-fisli.

water insects, etc.

The Pochard.—Principally night- feeders, says Sluart-

Baker, they feed also througliout the day except in the

hottest hours, where they are not interfered with. Hume
once or twice caught them feeding on wild rice on land,

but their feeding thus, comments the same authority, is

I slioald think quite exceptional, and nearly all their diet

is one obtained from fairly deep water amongst roots and

similar things.

White-eyed Duck.—Omnivorous, like all ducks, this

species probably makes its diet fully three-quarters

animal, writes IStv.art-Baker. Those birds, he goes on,

which I shot in the Diyang and other hill-streams had all

in addition to caddis-grubs, dragon-tly, larv;,e, and similar

articles), quite a number of small fish, some of them tliree

inches in length. They were all, or nearly all, of the

small " Miller's Thumb" species so common in every hill-

stream. Doubtless these, from their sluggish disposition

and their ostrich-like habits of hiding their heads under

a stone and then resting in fancied security, fell a very

easy prey to the active White-eye.

Tufted Duck.—Its food is almost entirely animal,

iiriies Stuart-Baker, much the same in fact as that of

the Scaup, but it is far more a fresh-water biiTl and far

less a sea-bird than is that duck, though common enough

on the coast-line along the greater part of its habitat.

They feed principally daring the day-time, init migrate

and move from one place to another after sunset. Thej

do not ever appear to have been found feeding on land,

but, should they ever do so, the probability is that they

only thus feed during the night.

They are very expert divers.
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SUMMARY, KEY 16.

A.—Mainly Vegelahh Feeders.

Spotbill. Wigeon.
Mallard. CJaroanoy TeaL
Gadwall (pavticulaily). Marbled Duck.

The Pochard.

B.— Mairdy Animal Feeders.

Pintail,
|
Shoveller.

White-eye (in particular).

A.

—

Sometimes /eed on Dry Land.

Wigeon (frequently).
|
Spotliill.

Common Teal (rarely'.

B.—Feed in—
(i) Deep Water.

|
(ii) Shallow, on surface.

Tlie Poeliards. j The True Ducks.

A.

—

Mainly Nocturnal Feeders.

The True Ducks.
|
The Pochards.

R.

—

Mainly Diurnal Ferders.

The Pochards other than the Pochard.

CHAPTER XI

Size of Mocks.

31. There is no subject on which is less easy to dog-
bq^^i^

matise than on the average size of the flocks in which any av(;nige si/e

given species is found. Where the country and habitat Pj^g^P^y^x

are suitable, birds will keep together in large bodies ; where

they are not, birds break up into small parties and may
even be found in pairs or singly. In the Key an attempt

is made to show those species which habitually, on big-

waters in Upper India, keep to large, and those which

habitually keep to smaller, flocks, where one hundred or

over is called "large," but of course the generali.^ation

is a vague one. "Flock," as used in the Individual

Notes below, will be seen to be a term employed by most

writers of the birds at rest and undisturbed, e. q., in the

daytime after feeding, or even on arrival in migration.

These are the occasions when the birds mass together.

Once they are flred at, even on the big lakes, the flocks

tend to break up into small parties. The writer is here

forcibly reminded of the dangers of generalisation when

he recalls the behaviour of Spotbill on a certain grey day

with a gale of wind blowing on one of the great waters

of Northern India. His Key says that the Spotbill is a

bird usually to be found in small parties and pairs, and
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yet on this occasion one of tlic lurt^cst flocks lie lisis ever

seen nnder these conditions swept past liiiu in the fusil-

lade over fifty strong, so near and so p.'ukcd as to yield

three birds to two barrels.

These remarks on the size of flocks do not refer to

the birds when flighting to and from their feeding-grounds.

They arrive at such places in small ])arties (rising higher

in the air as they leave the river-bed, etc., which iliey

may have been following) and return in larger flights.

The old-time wild-fowlers of England had, like the

followers of other sports, e.g., Falconry, a wonderful techni-

cal vocalmlary of their own, in which there were appro-

priate names, not only for flocks of a particular size, but

for collections of Ducks of a particular kind, or for parties

of fowl on the water or in tlie air, as the case might be.

These special names were

—

A "trip"' was a small uuml)er, say tliirty to forty

of Ducks or Geese.

A " buncli " was a similar party of Wigeon, Pochard

or Teal.

A "knob" was a still smaller number of Wigeon,

Pochards or Teal.

A "paddling " was a party of Ducks on the water.

A "team " was a party of Ducks in the air.

A " sord " or " suit " was a flock of Mallard.

A "company " was a flock of Wigeon.

A "flight" or "rush" was a flock of Dunbird (The

Pochard).

A " spring " was a flock of Teal.

Ducks are essentially gregarious birds, but tliey show

a clannish preference for tlieir own species, the flocks

being homogeneous. fSome species will associate with

others, yet this is the exception rather than the rule.

The Common Teal, the Gadwall, even the Spotbill, are

sometimes seen in company with other kinds of Duck,

but the most sociable of all the species is the Shoveller.

He is the vulgarian of the True Ducks, and perhaps finds,

like human vulgarians, that he knows more folk than care

to know him. There is an object, as noted in the preced-

ing paragraph on Feeding, in his cultivating the company
of the Diving Ducks. Where a single individual of one

species, e.q., the Wigeon, is found with otliers, of another

species, the association is doubtless fortuitous, owing to

the singleton having been temporarily cut off from his

own kind.
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INDIVIDUAL NOTES ON SPECIES.

Spotbill.—Usually met with in pairs or small parties,

says Hume, but, where numerous, they may occasionally

be seen in comparatively large flocks. Personally, I do
not remember ever seeing more than a dozen of them
together ; and, tliough I have found from fifty to a hundred
on a large lake like tlie Manchai-, or the Najafgarh in tlie

pre-drainage time, they have invariably been dotted about

the lake in pairs, or in families (as I take it), of from
three to ten individuals. Often, snya Stunrt-Baher, it is

found singly or in pairs, and the flocks seldom number
much over a dozen, though in rare instances they run up
too as much as forty. Indeed Major Mclniov as quoted

by Hume, had frequently observed flocks of at least a

hundred, and these he Imd seen both on the wing and at

rest. If they ever associate with other ducks, Hume says,

they give the preference to Teal or Shovellers, and "Woods

writes to me, "I have often seen an old solitary Spotbill

piloting a flock of Teal across RJheel and jungle. In such
cases the Sv)otbill may have had tlie company of Teal

thrust upon liim whether he desired it or not.

Mallard.—Karely seen in large flocks, says Hiirne, and
almost invariably in small knots of three to ten in number,
or towards the close of the season in pairs.

Garhv'ilL-^ In rivers and in small pieces of water, vrites

HuviP, the Gadwall commonly occurs in small parties or

from three to a dozen, but in large lakes I have seen them
in flocks of several hundreds. They are very sociable

birds, and may be found in company witli every des-

cription of Water Fowl ; even amongst Greese, who com-
monly keep all the smaller Ducks at arms length, I have

seen pairs of Oadwall swimming about unmolested.

Common Teal.—Teal, sorites Stuari-Baher, are ex-

tremely variable in the numbers in whicli they

collect. Often they may be seen singly or in pairs,

and at the same place flocks may be seen numbering
hundreds, even thousands. The largest flocks appear to

be met with in Sind and the north of the North West
Provinces and the Panjab, and perhaps Northern Rajpu tana.

In these places they are to be seen literally in flocks of

many hundreds and frequently of thousands. On the

Sunderbunds I think I have seen as many as five hundred
in a flock ; in the famous Chilka Lake I have been told of

their rising in vast flocks which must have been nearly

a thousand strong, and from other parts ot India reports

are given of flocks numbering hundreds. The most
common-sized flocks overall their range may be somewhere
betw'een twenty and forty, and in Southern India, i.e.,

from Mysore to Ceylon, anything over the latter number is
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rare. Commonly I liave olisorved, snys Hume, tliat however

laroe the tlofk that comes in, it alights about tiie banks

of the lake or river in comparatively sniill detachments.

'Wiqfoa.—They collect in very large flocks, says Stuart-

Bah-pr, sometimes numbering as many as seven or eight

liundnMl individuals, but more often will be foimd in flocks

of a hundred or so, and of cours?, where they are less

common, in small flocks of a dozen or less, often in pairs

or singly, but in the latter case always with some other

duck.

Pintail.—Taken all round, snya Stuart Baker, the

Pintail is one of the commonest of Indian ducks, occurring

sometimes in huge flocks, Init more often in such as

number 40 to 60 individuals. It is lint rarely very small

flocks are seen and solitary birds or pairs hardly ever.

"Where they are least common, flocks of only twenty or so

may be met witli frequently, but this is about the mini-

mum number. As regards the maximum number, it is

hard to give figures, but Hume speaks of thousands in a

flojk, other writers of many hundreds in a flock.

Garganey Teal.—As regards the numbers they arrive

in, 1 have a special note, Fhime whites, oi Imxing, found

a flock which I estimated to contain twenty thousind

individual-! at Rahun in the Etah district, o.\ the 28th

August 1865. Never before or since have I seen so huge

a bodv of fowl of one kind, and I have noted that T bagged

forty-seven of them beside losing at the time many
wounded Vnrds (I had no dogs with me) in the rushes. I

had s?nt my gun-punt (built exactly on tlie lines of one

of our Norfolk boats) a few days previously out there to

see that it was all right for the coming season, and I had

only taken with me a small but heavy j\Ionghyr-made

swivel-giin, carrying 8 ozs., to try. To my surprise, I

found the thickest body of fowl—on the open part of the

jhed—that I had ever seen. I loaded the swivel with No. 4

shot and worked up quite close to some of them and

within some fifty yards of the main body, when seeing that

they were all about to start 1 fired and knocked over at

least sixty ; I actually secured forty-seven. '^ This," says

S'lKirt-Biker, " was thirty-five years ago, and I fear that flocks

like this one are things of the past, though they may now
and then be met with in very vas*} flocks. All through the

Sunderbunds, and again on the Chilka Lake, they are often

to be seen in flocks of thousands, and in Ondh, the North-

West and Sind such flocks are by no means rare. As a

rule over most of its north and north-western range, the

flocks may roughly be said to average about and between

one to two hundred. To the east, I think, they average

smaller, and would put it somewhere between fifty and a

liundit'd. ,Sn!. II flocks of iive or six. or even ten and
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twelve, are not, I think, at all commonly met with, while

pairs and single individuals are hardly ever seen." They
keep more closely togetlier than any kind of Duck, dense

packing being very characteristic of them.

Shoveller.—Altliough common over the major part of

tlie country it visits, lorites Stuart-Baker, it does not seem
anywhere to be found in very large numbers and may often

be seen in pairs or even singly. I do not remember ever

seeing a flock which numbered over forty, and should

imagine such a flock to be rare anywhere. "Never in

flocks," gnya II mie "always in small parties.'' They are

very social birds, note Stuart-Baker and Hume, and consort

with Teal, Gadwall and other ducks.

Marbled Duck.—In Sind, ivrole Hume, where I had
abundant opportunity of observing it, T found the Marbled
Teal invariably associated in large parties.

Red-crested Pochard.—In some parts of India, notes

Stuart-Baker, they arrive in flocks of thousands, Hume
write.? in one place of "flocks of many thousands, and acres

pi\red witli them ;*' again " I rowed into a flock of this species

several thousands in number.". Reid also, after sa^iag
that though (in the Lucknow Division) he had cone acrosg

them in small parties, as a rule of a dozen or so, yet " one
morning I came across countless numbers oa ?l jheel in the

Fyzabad district closely packed and covering the whole
surface of the water, with their red heads moving indepen-
dently, while the breeze kept their crests in motion ; a

distant spectator might have mistaken them for a vast

expanse of beautiful aquatic flowers."' As a general thing
therefore it would seem that the Red-crested Pochard likes

to congregate in very large flocks, and it is only when the
country is not very well suited fo their wants that tliey

split up into small parties, and, under these circumstances,

very small flocks and even pairs and single birds may be
sometimes seen.

The Pochard.— As regards the flocks it collects in,

this would seem to depend almost entirely on the country
it visits and its accommodation in the way of water. Thus,
where there are huge jheels, moiasses, and lakes covered in

part with jungle and in part having open expanses of

water of some depth, free of vegetation of a heavy charac-

ter, they will be found in thousands ; elsewhere they will

be found in small Hocks, pairs and rarely single birds.

{Sluart-B'iker.)

White-eyed Duck.—The flocks, lurites Stuart-Baker,
may number anytliing between half-a-dozen and over fifty,

but even of the latter number there will be but few. Then
again the birds lie so scattered and far apart that thej

8
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keep rising in ones and two.-^, giving the impression that

tlicy aro only consorting in pairs or very small flocks,

and of conrse many single l)irds and pairs ari' really

met with.

Tufted Dack.—'Where suitable pieces of water are to

be found, writes Stn(tit-B<iker, the Tufted Pochard may be

obtained in no inconsiderable numbers
; at the same tin.e

it is unusual to find them in any but small pai'ties and
pairs, and single birds are to be met with more often than

even sueli. Sometimes however they do consort in very

large numbers, vide Hume, wlio says " single Inrds or

small parties may be found on any broads in which the

water is tolerably deep in some places, but the huge flocks

in which tliey love to congregate are only met with on
tlie large lakes At the Manchar Lake I once saw two
enormous flocks. I have repeatedly seen similar flocks in

old times at the Najafgarh and other vast jfietls in the

Panjab, the North-West Provinces and Oudh, and I sliould

guess that at the Kunkrowli Lake in Odeypore there must
have been nearly ten thousand, coveiing the whole
centre of the lake. Such flocks as those, comvipnts

Stuart- Bn/cer, are oidv to l)e met with in the Pro-

vinces mentioned : in the eastern piovinces a flock of

forty is very large and a])out all we may expect to meet
with.

SUMMARY, KEY 17.

'As seen oa big waters in Upper India.)

A — Bi(/ Flockx of One. Hundred, nr Over.

Cjrarganey Teal.

Marliled Duck.

Red crested Pochard.

The Pochard.

Gadwall,

Common Teal.

Widgeon

Pintail

Tufted Duck.

B^Sm'iU Hocks.

Spotbill (sometimes in pairs).

Mallard (often very small parties).

Shoveller (often pairs and singly \

Wliitc-f'ycd DiK'k (often pairs.and singly

CHAPTER XII.

Notes and Cries.

Distinctive *^^' '^^^^ Ducks appear to have three main modes of

notes or cries. H.\])ression, viz., a feeding note, or chatter ; an alarm-note
(,
vfy IS.)

,^jj^j ^ call -note. The man in the butt will not hear nuudi

of any of these, except ])erliaps the second, as liidden

birds first r-ii>e in fright at the opening of fire or nervously-
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try to settle down again daring the shooting. These

things however are, if one has anything of the naturalist

in one, worth some attention. In the Key only the

alarm and call-notes are dealt with, but in the Remarks on

Individual Species below is collected all that has been

recorded by writers easily accessible in India.

Whatever the reason may be, the males of the Duck
trilie all have a remarkable bulbous development at the base

of the windpi])e, the shape ditTering in dififerent species. This

peculiar formation is popularly supposed to have something

to do with voice-production, but the theory is upset by

the fact that the female Mallard, who has no bulb or " resonat-

ing chamber" in her throat, has a louder and clearer

note than the male who has. Pycraft in his " History

of Birds " thinks that tlie bull) is an organ which

has become hypertrophied and is now undergoing, in

consequence, a process of degeneration. It is certainly

curious that the Diving Ducks, which have the bulb

largest of all, do not even quack like the True Ducks but

only have a typical grating note kuw delivered once or

more, and are more silent in habit generally than the

True Ducks.

Most of the True Ducks seem to ke?p up a constant chat"

tering or jabbering while feeding ; this has been specially

noted of the Spotbill, the Mallard, the Pintail, the

Garganey and the (xadwall, the incessant noise in the

case of the last named being sufficiently noticeable to

have earned the bird part of its Latin name, viz., slreperus.

Many Duck not only quack but whistle. Two species

not dealt with in the present work, viz., the Larger and

Smaller Whistling Teal, derive their names from what

seems to the layman a very .unduck-like sound ; in the

case of the Ducks dealt with here which have the two

notes, the whistle seems to be the call and the quack the

alarm-note. Even the authorities however are cautious

in their pronouncements. Thus Hume (see below, Indivi-

dual Notes), thougiit himself at issue with Lord Lilford

about the note of the Common Teal ; Stuart-Baker thinks

them both right. There is, as might be expected, since

the call-notes chiefly used by the birds when flighting

at night, less information about these than about the

alarm-notes. The Key summarises and reconciles what is

to begot.

The note of the Wigeon, which he uses both when
feeding, and when flying, deserves special mention.

Hume's description of it is given elsewhere; Scebohm
calls it a loud, prolonged whistle or scream, immediately

followed by a short note. He renders it mee-yu ;
while

the name "Widgeon" itself is another attempt at repro-

ducing it.
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Observers have noted a cliaiige of voice in the males

at the breeding season, bnt that is a matter with which

the present woik lias no concern.

INDIVIDUAL NOTES ON 8PECIE8.

SpntJ)ilL—Their voices, says^ Hume, both when
chattering to each other, when at rest or feeding, and when
uttering their quacks of alarm, closely resemble those

of the Mallard, but may always be distinguished by a

greater sharpness ; they are not so sonorous, but they

seem to be emitted with greater force.

Mallard.—The male emits a low, rather soft cry

between a croak and a murmur and the female a louder

and clearer jabber. Both, on being alarmed, and espe-

cially in flying off, quack ; but the quack of the female is

much the louder. ( Macgillivray.^ The drake's is a hoarse,

faint (piack.

Gadiuall.—They are more talkative birds than eitlier

the Grey or common Wild Duck, and when feeding in

undisturbed localities kee]) up a perpetual chatterations

not unlike that in which the ]\Iallard occasionally in

dulges, l)ut sliriller, feebler, and far more incessant. {Hvnie.

Finn is not aware how the voice of the female differs

from that of the male.

Common Teal.—Its quack or alarm-note is very-

similar to that of the Grarganey, and may be represented

by the syllable knake; but the call-note of both sexes

is a sharp Icrik. (Seehohm.) The usual note is a

subdued quack, but Teal also have a whistle used chiefly

at night. (Fauna.) This Teal whistles and quacks, the

female being responsible for the latter sound and the

male for the former. (Fiyiiu)

Wiqeon.—Has probably derived its name from its

remarkable* note, but, as usual in sucli cases, it requires a

considrable stretch of the imagination to recognise the

similarity. The cry of this Duck is a loud, prolonged

whistle or scream, immediately followed by a short note.

I can best represent it by the syllables m.ee-yv,the first very

loud and prolonged, the last low and short. (Seebohm.)

The female utters a low purring growl. (Finv.)

Pintail.—When undisturbed is a silent bird by day

and rarely utters any sound, even when feeding, though

I have, nays Hume, when lying up pretty close to them,

heard a little low chatteration going on, more like the

low clucking of hens than anything else. But when alarmed

by day, and pretty constantly by night, they utter their

])eculiar soft quack, such a note as one might expect a

Mallard, not quite sure whether he meant to speak of

• In the male. (Author,)
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not, to emit—quite different from the sharp quack of the

Gadwall, softer and less strident tlian that of the Mallard

bnt still not at all feeble, on the contrary audible at a

great distance. The female, Finn say», utters a harsh

unpleasant quack.

Garganf.y Tml—Almost noiseless in flight, and in

other respects a somewhat silent bird. Its quack is not

so loud as that of the Mallard, but is in a slightly higher

key ; it may be represented by the syllable knake, whence
the German name of this Duck, Knak-Ente. It is gener-

ally uttered singly, but sometimes twice. The quack
is common to both sexes. (Seehohm.) The male has a

peculiar inward guttural croak. (Finn.)

Shoveller.—Not a very noisy bird. The Duck quacks
not unlike the domestic species ; the voice of the drake

is a little deeper ; if we represent the former as qiiaak,

the latter might be represented as quauk. On the wing,

the note is a guttural puck puck, (Seebohm.)

Marbled Duck.—" Lord Lilford, an extremely careful

observer," ivrites Hume, " ?ays that they utter a low,

croaking whistle
; but I am sure I am correct in saying

that they also utter a distinct, but rather hoarse, quack
;

time after time, before a duck has been flushed, amidst
the babel of sounds that rises in the rushes as you first

begin to push through them on some unfrequented and
unpoached broad, I have singled out their note and cor-

rectly foretold that in such or such a direction there were a

lot of Marble! Teal." Stuart-Baker thinks the whistle and
the quack are two distinct calls, as in some otlier duck.

Red-crested Pochard.—Their call-note, not verv often

heard by day unless they are alarmed, is quite of the
Pochard character—not the quack of a Duck, but a deep,
grating kurr. Occasionally the males only, I think, ivrites

Jiume, emit a sharp, sibilant note—a sort of whistle, quite
different from that of the Wigeoa and yet somewhat
reminding one of that.

The Pochard.—Tlieir note, rarely heard until they
are disturbed, is very like that of 'the White-eye, but
louder and harsher

—

kurr, kurr. {Hume.) Has a hissing
voice. (Latham.)

White-eyed Pochard.—Their quack or note is peculiar,
though somewhat like that of the Pochard, a harsh kirr,

kere, kirr, with which one soon gets acquainted as they
invariably utter it, staccato, as they bustle up from the
rushes, often within a few yards of the boat. (Hume.)
On the whole a very silent bird. (Stuart-Baker.)

Tv/ted Dvck.—When alarmed and flushed, they occa-
sionally emit the regular, grating Pochard call, kurr, kurr,
but not so loudly, I think, as some of the other species.

(Hume.) A silent bird on the whole. (StuarUBaker,)
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SUMMARY, KEY 18

Ahirni-uote.
j

Call-note.

I

SPOT BILL.
Like Mallard, but sliarper and I

omitted with greater force. |

MALLARD.

Male has a hoarse, faint quack
;

j

note of female is louder.
|

COMMON TEAL.

A subdued ([Uixck, knaJce. Like I Male whistles. {Finn.) A sharp
that of Garganey. \ krtkm both sexes. {SeeOohm.)

WIG EON.

I

A loud, prolonged whistle or

I
scream, mee-yu.

PINTAIL.

Male, a pecular soft quack, less

strident than Mallard ; fe-

male, a harsh, unpleasant
quack.

GARGANEY TEAL.

A peculiar guttural inward
|

croak, knake generally once
but sometimes twice, both
sexes.

SHOVELLER.

Quacks like a domestic duck, : A guttural P«d-, fwc^'.

the voice of the drake a little i

deeper, 1

MARBLED DUCK.

A distinct, rather hoarse quack.
|
A low croaking whistle.

RED-CRESTED POCHARD.
A deep granting ^?<rr *.

I Occasionally a sharp, sibilan

I note (males only).

THE POCHARD.

Like that of the White-eye, but
|
t A hissing voice .

louder and harsher.
|

WHITE-EYED POCHARD.

"A harsh Icirr, here, kirr, uttered I

staccato, \

TUFTED DUCK.

Kwr, Kurr, the typical Pochard
j

call, but not so loud as in
|

some. 1

* Hume says this is also the Call-noto.

|-2Vofe.—Whether this is thecall or the alarm-note is not olear.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Behaviour under Fire.

33. It is not easy to write anytliiug in the way of Beliaviour

generalisation aliout the behaviour of the various Ducks ""^\?J jaf

'

under fire. The Pochards as a class, owing to their affec-

tion for large open stretches of water when resting, are

less accessible than the other Ducks to the shore-shooter,

but the habit is a recommendation in drives on big

jhecis. The Tufted Duck, though wild and shy, will keep

to large pieces of water, never leaving them, according to

Hume, till after dark, li^ven the tamest of the varieties

will show distrust if much disturbed and shot at ; it may
however be said that the Pintail will iiever be seen after

the first few shots on a big day, while the Shoveller will

hang; about till the bitter end. For wariness the Wioeon
(when driven), the Ked-crested Pochard and the Garganey
Teal probably come next to the Pintail and not many of

them will be found in the bag at tlie day's end, which
will prove to consist mainly of Spotbill, Mallard, GadwaH,
Common Teal, Shoveller, Pochard of all kinds other than

the Red crested, with a sprinkling, where they are at all

common, of Marbled Duck.

Tno duck, it may safely be said, is easy to bring down.

All are strong, fast and dense-plumaged enough to require

to be hit well forward. For his size the Spotbill carries

less shot than the other ducks, a fact that is explained

by his having a lighter feather covering, being a resident,

than the migratory species.

NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL SPECIES.

SpothilL—They are not shy birds, saya Stuart-B<dei-,

and until they have been much shot at, can generally

be approached near enough for a shot fairly easily.

It is perhaps an easier bird, says Stuart-Baker, than

most of its size and weight to bring down when hit, owing

to its plumage being rather less dense than that of many
other ducks.

Mallard.—Strong flyers and, if walked up, require

straight shooting, as they rise with a bound straiglit u])'

in the air.

Gaduall.—Though not as a rule a very shy bird,

says Stuart-Bdker, yet he is quite wide awake enough to

make the getting within shot of him an interesting, if

not difficult, job. Where too he has been much shot,

all one's ingenuity and perseverance will be required

Iiefore the g;ime-bag can be made to assume the bulgy

appearance it ought.

Common Tent.—Teal, says Stu2rt-Baker, often lie

close enough to allow of constant shots at from 25 to 40

yards, and as they often scatter a good deal, eveu when
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restiiip;, two or throe sliots may be obtained at the same
flock. In this way on large sheets of water, a good bag

may b(^ made before the birds get seared and leave altoge-

ther, or else rise far out of shot. Nowhere in Bengal

have I found Teal to be of a very confiding nature, but

that they are so in other parts of tlieir Indian habitat

is well known. Hume writes :
" They are as a rule,

when near met with villages, excessively tame—too

tame to render shooting them possible, unless you
really require them for food. Not only will they let

you walk up to them when they are on a village pond, as

close as you please, but when you have fired at them and

killed two or three, the remainder after a short flight will

again settle, as often as not well within shot. Nay, at

times, though fluttering a good deal and looking about as

if astonislied, they will not rise at all at the fii'st shot, des-

pite the fact that some of their comrades are lying dead

before them." They stand a fair amount of s])Ot unless hit

well forward, when a single pellet of No. G or 7, or even

No. 8, may suffice to bring the bird to bag. (Stuart-

Baker.)

Wigeon.—They vary very much in being wild or the

reverse, says Sluart-Balcer, but, taking them everywhere

in comparison with other ducks they may be said to be

cute, wary birds, but failing short in this respect of many
of their kind. What adds too to the ease of getting shots

at them is their habit of feeding almost throughout the

day, their feeding taking them mucii to the edges of the

jheels and lakes, where they remain amongst the reeds and

vegetation. This of course hides the stalker and the

stalked, and many shots may be olitained at Wigeon by

walking round the borders of a lake, whilst most of the

duck are away in the middle of the water, unapproachable

except by boat, and often not by that. Not as liard

to bring down as the Garganey or Common Teal, for

they are less densely plumaged and can carry far less

lead.

Pintail.—They are shy and wary, writes Hume, and

leave a jheeX almost at the first shot, or, if they do hesitate

to change their quarters, circle round and round high out

of shot. There is no driving them backwards and for-

wards from one piece of water to another, or one part of

a lake to another, over sportsmen concealed behind screens

or in rush clumps. You may kill a brace or so, but, directly

they begin to find that shooting is going on in earnest,

off they go, probably not to alight again for several miles.

As a rule, says Stuart-Baker, they are extremely shy,

wary birds, and are very hard to approach within gun-shot,

but one or two people have found tliem to lie quite the

contrary. Captain l^aldwin says that he found it an easy

bird to approach even when feeding on open pieces of
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water. This is somewhat confirmed by the fact that in

Cachar the natives tell me they can get at Pintails far

more easily than at other ducks, and it is true that they
do bring in more Pintails in proportion tlian they do
Gadwalls, Teal, etc. ; at the same time I have personally
found them to be the hardest to get at of all the ducks,
and such of my friends as have given me their experience
have found the same.

Garganey.—As to whether they are wild or tame,
votea Shiart- Baker, opinions seem to differ very much.
Theobald says, <' They are not very hard to shot and are
easily approached behind a screen of green boughs

;

sometimes a paper kite made in the shape of a hawk^'and
flown over the tanks keeps the teal together and they will
not leave the tanks, though fiied at often."' ...Reid says,
that they are shy and wild when tliey first arrive (in
Lucknow), but afterwards become tamer. Hume says tliat,

they are never tame and generally decidedly wild.
'

As far
as Stuart Bakers own experience goes, the Garganey is

one of tlie wildest of the duck tribe ; even when the
would-be shooter keeps behind screens, etc., they seem
to be very cute and to be able to discern wliat is behind
the screen quicker than many others of tlieir kind,
and they are not slow to profit by what they can dis-
cern

;
then too they keep much to fairly open water when

resting.

Shovelter.—Even on large sheets of water, sny^ Huvie,
when, after a tremendous fusillade, every other wildfowl
has temporarily quitted the lake, you will still find, as you
prowl round the shores to pick up tlie Snipe, continually
find Shovellers rising before you from the weedy shallows
well within shot. As a rule they are very tame and
can be easily approached if the least caution is taken,
f<iyt> Stuart-B<tker, and they have the reputation of
allowing repeated shots to be fired at them before a
flock will leave the piece of water they are fre-

quenting.

Marbled Duck.—As a rule, says Hump, it does not
at once rise when guns are fired, as the other Ducks do,
bat, if by chance it is at the moment outside of the rushes
or similar cover in the open water, it scuttles into con-
cealment as a Coot would do; and, if in cover already,
remains there perfectly quiet until the boats push within
60 or 70 yards of it ; then it rises generally one at a time
and, even though fired at, not unfrequently drops into the
rushes within a couple of hundred yards. When there
has been a good deal of shooting on a' lake and almost all
the other duck and with them of course wme of these are
circling round and round high in the air, you still keep,
as you push through the reeds and rushes, continually

9
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flushing tho Marbled Teal, and the broad must be small or

the hunting very close and long-continued to induce all

the MarhUnl Teal to take wing. Of course, where there is

a little cover (tliough you never meet with tliis duck in

large numliers), they rise and tiy about with the other

ducks, but their tendency in this respect is coot-like rather

than duck like. Individuals may take wing at the first

near shot, but the great majority of them stick to cover

as long as this is possible; and on two occasions I saw
very pretty shooting, boats in line pusliing up a wide
extent of rush-grown water and the Marbled Teal rising in

front of us at distances of sixty or se\enty yards, like

Partridges out of some of our great Norfolk turnip-fields
;

liere and there a Shoveller or a Wiiite-eyed Pochard, lioth

of whicli wlien distuibed, cling a good deal to cover,

would be Hushed, but there was not one of these to ten of

the Marbled Teal.

Red-crested Pochard.—From a sporting point of view,

says Stnari-Bnker, the Eed-crested Pochard is all that

can be desired. About as smart as they make them,
he seems to have special aptitude for judging the length
of range of different guns; and a flock may be caught
once, but seldom twice, whatever distance the gun may
reach.

Jhe Pochard.—Normally they would appear to be

neither very shy nor yet very tame, .»f/?ys ^timt-Enktr,
but it takes very little shooting to make them most
decidedly the former : and then, owdng to their keeping
so much in the centre of the water, they frequent, they

are by no means easy to get within shot of.

White-eyed Duck.—No doubt, says Stuart-Baker, their

manner of rising (in ones and twos) is a very admirable

trait for any duck to possess, and the White-eye has other

good points as well. As a rule it is a decidedly tame
bird, still lingering in amongst the reeds and other jungle

long after other nearly all other ducks have left, rising

well within shot when disturbed and often not going far

before again seeking the water. It requires straight

shooting to kill outright, for it is a hardy, close-plumaged

little bird and will take a lot of shot.

Tajtt'i JJack.—However abundant it may be, says

Si tia it- Baker, of ordinary shooting rather than driving,

the Tufted Pocljard does not as a rule form a very large

portion of a bag in a day's shoot. This is due to the

ditiiculty, first, in approaching the birds—for they are

decidedly wild and shy—and, secondly, in getting a shot

when one has once got within reach. If the bird does not

escape at once by diving, swimming or flight, it is sure to

dive before at any rate the sportsman has had time to get
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a shot, and, once it has seen him and had its first dive, it

is very problematical as to whether he will ever get a

shot again. It is wortli remembering, should one come
across a flock in any large piece of water, Hume's maxim
tliat Tufted Pochards will not leave the water they are on

till after dark.

SUMMARY, KEY 19.

A.

—

Shy Birds.

Pit nil,—Clears off altogether after a few shots have

been fired.

Wigpon.— (when dri\en).

Gargdiiey 'Jeol.

Jied -crested Pochaid.

B.

—

Moke Confidential.

Shoveller.—Hangs about the shores till the bilter end.

Tufted Duck.—Will keep to large pieces of water even

in a fusillade.

White-eyed Pochard.—Keeps to cover and often rises

by ones and twos.

Marbled Duck.—Keeps to cover.

Spothilt.

Mallard.

Gadivall.

Common Teal.

Pochards other than the Red-crested.
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CHAPTER XIV.

Notes on Shooting.

^'^oi<.' 34. Full, it is lioped, ]iy now of lore about the Ducks and

in sl-ootln-'
tluMi" luauuers and customs, the tyro has at last got what

from a butt, he wished for, viz., a chance to try his hand in one of the

liig Duck drives described in Chapter II. He may be

a man with a fine eye and all the other natural advantages

that go to make the good game-shot; if so, he is lucky,

and behire long he will have realised what is demanded of

vision, brain and hand and be doing the right thingo o O
instinctively. Most people however are not so f()rtunate,

and only learn to do reasonably well by long and careful

attention and practice. Butt shooting, moreover, is, in

itself, not too easy. It is one thing to he able to hit birds

even the difficult ones, when you are standing in an easy,

natural position with nothing else to think about except

your shooting
; it is qviite another to bring Duck down

from inside a small enclosure, the sides of which may be

so higli as to prevent your covering the birds that pass

low down, or so low as to require you to crouch—in order

to keep hidden—till the last moment, so that at the time
of firing you are tlioroughly cramped. It is wonderful how
unintelligent in India often are the people on whom one
has to depend for tlie minor details (if the construction

and placing of a butt can be called a minor detail) of

one's shooting arrangements. This cramped position in

])utt-slioo(ino- often makes one miss crossing shots at

which one could hardly fail under better conditions and
also accounts for people finding they are doing better at

the directly -approaching birds. To the man then just

beginning to think he was getting into the knack
of shooting, don't be discouraged, the writer would say,

by your large percentages of misses in these specially

difficult circumstances. Think it out, and you will find

tliat they loere. specially difficult and that even the best

shots, if they are friendly and honest enough to tell you,
also fired an immense proportion of cartridges to birds

bagged. " I have frequently heard discussed," says Best in

his "Indian Shikar Notes," <' the question of what consti-

tutes a good shot. I do not think that birds killed

per cent, of cartridges fired is any criterion. Some peo-

ple who are vain about their shooting take none but
easy shots and think that they are good marksmen.
If you know a man who alwavs kills more birds than
the average of other than men out, no matter where
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he is placed, do not believe people wlio say lie is lucky

in having all the birds coming his way, nor should

you worry about the number of cartridges he lets off

(unless it is very abnormal). You will almost certainly

find that the real reason of his supposed ' luck ' is that

he is a better shot, who takes more chances, and kilts his

h^'ds clean." Wait till the very end of the season be-

fore you condemn yourself as incompetent. Then will be

the time when the Quail are in at the ripening of tlie

corn. G-et hold of a man who keeps call-birds (there are

always one or two in every large village)
;
get him to put

them out for you overniglit in a nice bit of wheat country

large enough to keep you' and a pal busy for a couple of

hours. Gro out at daybreak with the aforesaid pal and a

dozen smart village youngsters and take a line not more
than fifty yards wide, quartering the fields so that you
will keep the wild Quail which the call-birds will have
collected for you on, and do not drive them off, the
ground. Then, if you can't hit enougli to make vou
happy, you may go home and sell your gun. You have
everything in your favour now—the sun behind you at

your choice, the knowledge that the birds are there, no
wfary wailing between shots, sufficient shooting—mostly
straightaway shots—to keep your eye in and, above all

a dark little bird that shows up against the yellow corn
like a cricket-ball against a screen. A bad background is

often lialf the difficulty in shooting. Who does not
realise this that has shot that engaging little ruffian the

Sisi, a tiny Partridge that haunts the rocky low hills of

that Salt Range and Trans Indus country ? He is the
very colour of the rocks he lives on, so that, whether he
runs or flies, he is extremely difficult to pick up with the
eye. With him too you are presented with a neat
dilemma. Either you advance at the same pace at which
he saw you to the little rise from which he last took
skilled stock of your movements and intentions, or you
run to that spot (it may be sixty yards) like a staoe. In
the former case you will find that lie has moved on a lililc

faster than he thought you were going, when of course you
will lie out of range by the time you see him ; in the
latter, you will find your bird within range but yourself
out of breath. It is however oily the dilemma of butt shoot-
ing in the Duck-drive over again. Either you stand up so
that you can shoot properly, in whicli case the birds see

you and sheer off; or you take careful cover so as to let

the birds come as near you as possible, in which case vou
are too cramped to shoot. Still, that is what happens
in sport as in other things. You can't always have it both
ways. Quail shooting is one of the few matters in which
if you only manage things reasonably well, the odds are
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nearly all with you. That is why it leaves such a jjleasant

flavour in tlie mouth hy the time that the guns have got

to he oiled u]) and put away till next season, and why it

shouUl not lie omitted from tJie season's ])rogramme.

SOME POSITIVE ADVICE.

It is easy enouoh to tell the young s})ortsman what
he should not do. The writei' proposes to do that later.

Is there liowever any positive advice that one can make
him a present of?

Ailvanta4,n's 3.5. VivM and foreniost, the heginnei- sIkjuM buy the
nf n i^ood y^ij.y l-)ps.|- gm^ j^y,(| ^j^Q l^j^g very ammunition tliat lie can

^!!,'!,i*nniM?m afford. He will find it more satisfactory, if monev is

short, to do h^s"-" shooting with a good outfit than more
with a bad one. Cheap bad cartridges account for more
cripj)les and runners than many people realise. The price

of English ammunition has, tliank goodness, dropped

from tli(^ wai- ])iteli, and it p<ti/>' to import it of the best

(a niimbiM' of sjiortsmen can club together and, by order-

ing large quantities, secure substantial reductions), or buy

it from the man}' dealers out here. Your gun should not

only be the best your pocket can run to, but it should be

perfectly fitted for you by an expert, who, watching your

shooting, and equipped with all the appliances for the

purpose, is able to give you something that does not

knock you about by the time you have fired three or four

hundred rounds. This is a very different thing, mark

you, from loosing off a mere fifty or so. You can do that

without discomfort—you can even hit quite a few birds

—

with a gun that does not quite fit, but the other is the

real thing, and you must have experienced it to realise

the pains that the badly-fitting gun can infiict. Finger

are chipped, arm muscles bruised and, worst of all, the

jaw so battered that the victim flinches from bringing it

down on the butt as he should for every shot. The stan-

dard load for a 12-bore gun taking the 2k in. (shortest)

case is 1 to 1| ozs. of shot and 42 or 36 grs. of Curtis

and Harvey's Amberite or Smokeless Diamond, as the

case may be. The cumulative effect of several hundred

raps from such a charge, calculated though it is, to pro-

duce the maximum power with the least shock to man

and gun, is not to be despised,

ug^ing" -"'6. In a preceding paragraph mention has been made

versus of the all-important matters of forward allowance, or

ForwLnl"
" borrowing," as some prefer to call it. There are two

method! ways in which this may be given in shooting, viz., {i)

'' swing " and (ii) " carry forward." By swinging is meant

keeping the gun moving with the object before, and even

at the 1;ime of, pressing the trigger ;
by carrying forward
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is meant filing into the ah" at the place where you judge the

bird will be when the shot reaches that place. In the con-

cluding paragraph the former method is advocated, so much
so that care is taken to avoid the use of the ^sord ''aim,"

since in swinging tiiere must be the initial alignment of

the gun on the bird, but it is better termed " co\ering,' or

" moving the guu on the object," or anything that does not

sug<^'est deliberate aiming. For the swinging method it

is claimed that it reduces the processes involved to tliree,

viz., (i) spotting the bird, (<?) raising the gun and moving
it with, and on, the bird, and [ui) estimating in terms of

the linear distance which the bird has to travel the time

the shot will take to reach him. One factor present in

the " carrying forward '' method, viz., the time taken to

fire, may be eliminated, since pressing the trigger becomes
automatic, being part and parcel of the general svvinging

motion. More than this, the man who, witliout swing,

is going to tr}^ and cut in on the place where the bird

will be has to perform a calculation before he even begins

to do anything else, a calculation too which is unassisted

by the muscular sense-guide derived from the propor-

tionately-timed swing. Again, the getting ready to tire,

divorced of the helptul swinging movement, takes longer

than it otherwise would, which is no unimportant matter

when it is realised that some persons take * six times as

long as others to convert a visual image into a voluntary

muscular action. Finally, it is urged, that in firing as

you swing, you get the resultant of two forces, outwards

and forwards, a farther insurance against taking too

little allowance. t Lord Walsiugham, who no doubt was a

man in whom both accuracy and rapidity of the expres-

sion of muscular sense was very exceptional, holds that
" accuracy and rapidity in shooting depend more on the

act of putting the guu to the shoulder than upon what
movement is given it after it is there,"' His advice on

how to deal with driven grouse is attached to sub-para

IV below, but it is interesting to see that, while the above

remark of his might seem to be good authority for the
" carry forward ' method, in the passages which iiave been

underlined, he distinctly advocates swinging.

To sum up.—If we classify the possible kinds of

shot into " cross,"' " quartering,"' " ascending," " des-

cending/' "approaching" and "retreating"' shots, swing
will be most needed on the first of all and the last two,but
it can hardly be dispensed with in any. There seems in fact

to be only one occasion stop which the ordinary man can

* Dr. flonimj on the "Physioloiiy of Slioot'iiK," Field, It'ebruniv
lUtli, 1^87.

. ^^

t badmiutou Library, "Shooting (Moor and Marsli).'
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afford to neglect swing and that is when he simply must
try and do without, c.q., a snap shot among trees, etc.,

where the carry forward is his only hope.

rincetogrip o7. The authorities favour a grip wuth the left hand
with the left tlirown well forward along the barrel, nearly to the full

extent of the arm, on the groirnd that by this means
greater leverage is obtained and the movement quicker

made than if the hand is held near the trigger guard.

Lord 38. 'J lie jollowitu] is Lord Walsinghains advice in the

on^shoo'ti'n""
/:?'M/?7n''/'f'At f^oolc 0^) shooting driven grouse : "In shoot-

driTen " ing driven birds, select without hesitation, as they
grouse. appioach, that one which will first arrive within good

killing range. Put the gun to the shoulder quickly as

he reaches the required spot, directing it at the beak
or well away in front of it, according to the angle of his

flight, the pace at which he is going, and the distance

the charge has to travel. If this is done correctly, tlie

trigger may be immediately pulled. 7/ adjuslmeut is

seen to hi reguAred, it thoidd he as instantaneous as pos-

sible, and mill almost invariably consist at a quick siving

forward to keep pace ivilh the bird. As the trigger is

pulled, there should be no unsteadiness, no lifting or

low^ering, no Hinclimg or jerking. 7/ the gun is in motion
at the instant of iiring, the movement shoald be maintained
until, the shot has left the muzzle ; if it is stationary,

the recoil sliould not be allowed in the slightest degree

to change its direction. As you pull the trigger, the

eye should take up a fresh object, and the operation

should be repeated ; a man with good sight need not

w^ait to see the eflfect of his first shot. He will be aware

of this at the instant of firing, as it is well known that

images are retained upon the retina for an appreciable

moment after the eye is diverted."

Wliattlie •^9. Find out what the gun and cartridges are meant to

gun and do. The ammunition-makers have brought loading to a
cartridges

^^^^ ^^.. ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ bother about that.

But you can make the mistake either of overrating or

under rating your tools. Some people leave many birds,

especially those above them, because they suppose them
to be out of range. But overhead distance is extraordin-

arily deceptive. >Says Kichard Jeffrys in that fascinat-

ing book " The Amateur Poacher," '• Men who are

excellent judges of distance when it is a hare running

across the fallow find themselves all at fault trying to

slioot at any elevation. Perhaps this arises from the

pecdliarjty of human eye which draughtsmen are foutl of

illustrating by asking a tyro to correctly bisect a vertical

Ime, a thing that looks easy and is really only to be done

by long practice."
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The regulation heio-ht for an overhead telegraph wire

in Indian cities is about 22 feet, but if you were to

assure the diffident sportsman that it is easily possible to

hit Duck at four and five times that heiglit, he would say

you were a , or perhaps one should say he would need

some persuasion to make him believe it. On the other

some expect the powder, which is made as quick as

science will produce, to do the impossible. As stated

in a previous portion of the book, with the best powders

in common use, shot travels forty yards in one-seventh of

a second and faster at shorter ranges ; with a bird there-

fore travelling at right angles across the firer at a speed

of forty miles an hour, the forward allowance should be

one foot for every five yards of distance, i.e., eight feet

for the forty yards. Now, as noted in Chapter IX, the

speed of driven Duck may often be much greater than

forty miles an hour, so one can hardly err on the side of

holding too far ahead. It is safe to say that most birds

going at high speed are missed behind.

The twelve-bore is the best all-round weapon, without

a doubt, and, if one likes, one can buy them with

chambers made to take long cases up to two-andseven eighths

inches with specially heavy " wild- fowl " charges
;
they

vill however of course not be as light as the ordinary gun

that takes the two-and-a half inch case. There are some

men, and most ladies, who prefer the lighter sixteen-bore

gun. If so, they must not expect it to do alt a. twelve-bore

does.

40. The beginner will often enviously watch the skilled Best size of

hand bringing down birds at what seem to him amazingly ^'^^y*^^

long ranges. He thinks this must have something to do

witli the size of shot the artist selects, but is surprised

to find that the size is the same as what he himself

is using. What is happening is thai the good shot

is putting the pellets in the right place, not making

them go further or hit harder. A single cartridge contains

from a little under 200 to a little under 300 pellets of the

sizes commonly used for birds about the size of Duck. A
single one of them, if properly placed, is enough to bring

the bird down. What then is the best size to use ? The

large pellet, some argue, has greater penetration, but, on

the other hand it presents, itself, a greater resisting

surface to the matter it is meant to pierce. The big shot, c-

again, many say, is likely to break a wing bone at long-

range where the smaller pellet woidd glance off. •• Ah,"

replies the expert, " but you shouldn't hit a bird as far

back as that; you should always take him in the head,"

a counsel of perfection to which few attain. There is no

doubt whatever, though, that the most vulnerable portions

of a l3ird are his head and neck, since these are very

10
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Practice.

liglitly covored willi foatlieis. A small pellet, therefore

if it strikes these spot>i, is as likely to kill a Goose as a Teai.

Sir Ralph Payne Gallway (see Chapter I) was able to bring
down big Diu-k with No. 8. The best-protected portion,

on the other hand, is the breast, where are situate the
thick, strong pectoral muscles and dense plumage, and the

breast —who does not know it that has fired at big and
apparently slowmoving birds like Geese ?—is the very place

where the second-rate shot, through making too little

allowance, most often places his shot. Every one realises

that more small, and less large, pellets go to tha ounce,

Tlie number of shot for striking purposes is accordingly
reduced by using the latter. In other words, the smaller

the size of the shot, the better the "pattern" you get.

The following table, extracted from Messrs. ('urtis and
Harvey's "Shooters Year Book," makes the position clear.

ONE OUNCE CHARGE OF SHOT.

Size of

shot.
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repaid if lie visits tliese occasionally when on leave Home.
Even in this conntry, thongh, one can buy a clay-pigeon

trap and "pigeons" pretty clieaply and one can even

practise iiuhjors, or out, swinging and pressing the trigger

with spring cap dummy cartridges.

The writer, at the beginning of the season, has white-

wasliod marks put at a suitable height on a wall in his

garden, as below :

—

Scale 8' 5' 3' 3' 5' 8'

I inch = 1ft. O O O O O O O

O O O O O O O

O o o o o o o

Each circle is supposed to represent a bird in flight.

The circles on the extreme right and left are each 8 feet

from the centre (zero) circle, i.e., the forward allowance

which one ought to give for a crossing shot at forty yards
;

the vertical distance between the marks on any one vertical

line is one foot, to assist the estimation of allowance for a

rising or dropping bird. On the ground, distances of

twenty and forty yards are marked. Kanges and allowances

are thus stamped on the memory. Standing at the forty

yards mark with one's eye on the. twenty yards mark, one
notes the " law " that should be given a bird if one does

not wish to " plaster " him, and the figures '6 and 5

accustom the eye to the allowance to be given for ranges

of less than forty yards. " Covering," i.e., the open-eyed,

instinctive pointing of the gun with both eyes concentrated

on the mark, swinging, and trigger-pressing without check
of swing can all be reduced to a sort of drill. Thus, for

practice in the crossing shot, the shooter will pick any
two marks and swing from left to right, saying to himself,
^^ cover and fire, swinging, at 5," etc., etc. He then

reverses the direction of the swing, picking any two marks
on any of the three horizontal lines, and firing the second

barrel. He may next imagine that he is taking an
ascending bird. He will pick any two marks on any one
of the vertical lines, saying "bird at lower" and then
swing up and fire, one barrel after the other, swinging, at

the middle and upper marks. Similarly, for tlie dropping
shot, the command will be " bird at upper," and he will

swing down on the middle and lower marks. Firing the

left barrel in immediate succession to the right without
taking the gun from tlie shoulder should be practised.

42. Almost superfluous though it may seem, Cleauino.

scrupulous cleaning should not be neglected. Many men
who shoot in India have their ofhcial duties, so there is
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some, but not a complete, excuse for loavinc; the cleaning

of one's gun to one's servant. The practice however does

not pay in the long run. Barrels perish sooner than they

should and the gun works stiffly from dirt and congealed

oil. The men who leaves these important things to others

moreover has only himself to blame if accidents happen.

The writer remembers a very scared-looking sportsman

who found one barrel—the only one he fired—quite enough

for him for a long time on a certain day. What had

happened was that his servant left the cleaning rag inside,

so that it emerged with the charge on firing. That the

gun did not burst is a tribute to the work of the modern

producer of high-class weapons.

Optimism 43 Fishing is perhaps an even better discipline for

tempS^'^ the temper than shooting. There is not very much
that can happen in fishing for which you can blame

others ;
mostly, if things go wrong, it is your own fault.

Shooting opens a wider door for laying on others the

reproach which one oneself deserves. It may be the

beaters, or it may be the loader on whom one blows off

steam. Lord knows they are trying enough sometimes,

but one's misses are best forgotten at the moment—one may
go over them at the end of the day if one likes and try to

find the causes for them—and the spirit without doubt to

cultivate is the one of cheerful optimism which says, " I

didn't hit the last, bid 7'm going to hit the next"

SOME NEGATIVE COUNSEL.

Now for some negative counsel

—

44. Don't AIM at a moving object like a bird ia flight.

Counsel.^ An aim in these circumstances means a miss behind, for

the reason that the shot, unless the barrel is carried for-

ward at approximately the same rate at which the object

is moving, will strike at the place in which the bird, etc.,

was when you drew that careful bead on him and not

wliere he has got to in the meanwhile. Duck in a drive,

other than Teal when fired at, usually carry steadily on

in the same plane, sheering off perhaps to left or right, if

surprised by a sudden view of the shooter but not rising

higher, to avoid him. On deciding to shoot at any bird,

in whatever direction he may be moving in relation to

your own position, merely cover him and then swing the

barrels with the same motion as the bird is adopting,—to

right or left, if the bird is crossing you, upwards if he is

approacliing, downwards if he is going away from you,

—

and at the same speed so far as you can judge it. If the

bird is passing at less than a full right angle, the " quar-

tering " shot, less allowance is required; similarly if the

angle of his approaching or depajfting flight is acute
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rather than obtuse. The subject of "lead," or forward

allowance, has been already dealt with, but it is all impor-

tant, and it is in the estimation of it, in all the varying

conditions that birds in flight present, that practice and
skill produce such gratifying results. Both eyes are best

kept open, though there are people wlio shoot with one

closed. Closing the eye as in rifle shooting tends to the

habit of aiming. Moreover it is unnatural, takes time
and is quite unnecessary because the gunmaker has made
your gun with a stock that enables you, on throwing it

up, to get your "master" eye, i.e., the one that controls

the vision of both, directed along the centre rib, provid-

ed you get your cheek down to its proper position,

i.e., nicely bedded on the butt. Why limit your field of

vision to that of one eye only ? You want to see all

round the gun and to take in as inucli as both eyes can

command.

(ii) iJoii't fdlce too lon<) a swing. You have covered

your bird, your eyes looking truly along the centre rib and
you are moving the barrels with what you imagine \o be

the proper amount of forward allowance. When is the
psychological moment during the swing to press (not pull)

the triggers in order to fire both first and second barrel ?

The ans« er is " as soon as you have time to get in a quick,

in^lincixive shot." The whole ac'ionis more like tlnowinga
stone to hit a moving mark than the comparatively deli-

berate action of even the modern rifleman. "One of the
strongest reasons for not swinging the gun over too long a
radius" say Messrs. Curtis and Harvey " is that the m\iscles
only work with full elasticity over a limited range. A
gun. cannot, for instance, be swung over a quarter'^ciicle
without being checked in its movement by the gradually
increasing tautness of the muschs as the end of 'the
motion is approached."

(iii) Dovt " hroion," if you see, the birds coming
closely packed. Pick a bird each time, and, if you hit
him, you may bring down others as well, thereby satisfy-
ing your greed, supposing you are that svdy 'inclined.
Later on, if you have the true spirit of the thing in you,
you will rejoice more over the one bird picked and cleanly
killed than the two or three cripples which you only
downed by mistake.

(iv) Don't throw cmuiy your nrst barrel by careless
kJwoIhiq just because you knoio yon have another in reserve.
You will get through quite enough ammunition, as it is*

on a big day. Shoot as if each barrel in turn is all you
have to depend on. A good many first barrels are missed
because one is thinking more of the birds to follow tha^
concentrating on the one that is beiuo- fired at.
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(v) Don^t, in taking birds that are crossing from rt'jht

to bfl, allow the ri(,hi shoulder (if that is the o)ie from
which you fire) to drop. This is wliy so many right-
sided people miss more birds going in tliis, than in the
contrary, direction.

(vi) Don't take yonr birds too near. Of course there
are limits, but many people try, if they get the chance,
to take their birds under the regulation forty yards. To
think that near birds are easy is a delusionj^and the mis-
take is the greater when they are approaching overhead.
A high incomer gives you more time than a low one,
counting from the moment when the bird is on a line to
your eye which makes an angle of forty-five degrees with
land or water up to that when he is exactly over you. If
you do hit the near bird, especially with the choke barrel,

you "plaster" him. This taking close in cannot of course
be avoided sometimes, e.g., when it is a choice between
firing at short range or not at all, but this is where the
good shot will prove superior to the iudiflferent, the former
giving even more than the usual "lead" in order to place a
pellet or two only and those well forward, while tlie latter

fires just as he would at the longer distance and mangles
his bird as the result. For the approaching high bird it

is well to have the gun ready pointing upwards in the
required direction well j)efore the forty-five degree augle
line is reached, since, if you wait till the bird reaches that
position, he will be on and past you before the gun is even
up.

(vii) Having made up your mind which is the best size

of shot for the particular bird you are after, don't change
nboiit from that to another, or others. You will get more
consistent results by sticking to a single size.

(viii) Don't be greedy and trij and do too much. If

you have two guns going, it is not necessary to fire all

four barrels at every flock that passes. Unless you are a

real expert, the result will be hurried shooting, worse often

than if you had only a single gun.

(ix) A few special " Donts " may be added for butt-

shooters in particular, viz.

:

—
(a) Don't despise j.rotective colours in your clothing.

If your butt is built of Tamarisk twigs, a

darkish green, and if it is made of yellow reeds,

khaki, are the ri^ht colours for your hat and

coat. A nicelv pipe-claved white topi is all

very well at, say, a Race Meeting, but it tends

to make the Duck give you a very wide berth.

{h) Don't try and fire into the eye of the sun. Your
butt may face the wrong way. or more birds

may seem to be going the sunny side of yen,
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bat withstand temptation and look in the direc-

tion that gives your eyes a chance. Have an

intelligent loader, or orderly, in the butt witli

you, and tell liini to look out too, but don't

let him make you turn round to attempt the

impossible.

(c) Don't, disdain the vse of certain Utile aids, such

OS good periscopic glare-glasses, etc., etc. The
pbysical strain imposed by a long day's butt-

filiooting is very great. Your gun-barrels will

get uncomfortably hot. Wear an old glove on

your left hand, or slip over the barrels one of

the neat shields that the shops supply. Your
gun is supposed to be a correct fit, but you may
have a short, stumpy trigger finger or some
special vice that leads to chipped joints, etc., a

small point, but one that may make things

unnecessarily uncomfortable. Here again the

shops supply cunning contrivances of rubber

and leather and you can select. Shooting

should be a pleasure. "Why," then, what
suits you best as the advertisements of the

Patent Medicines say, " suffer pain ?"'

CHAPTER XV.

Hints on Organising and Arranging
a Duck Drive.

45. For Duck shooting of the kind described in this
|| R'?y

" ,^"'^

book, the water, or waters, should be very carefully selected, jhfeh.
A great number of considerations enter into the question.

On some lakes Duck are to be found by day, on others by
night (see the Chapter on Feeding Habits) ; few waters

will retain their birds both by day and night. If one has

to deal with a jheel on which the birds only stop by day,

it is best to start shooting about 10 to 11 A.M. and
continue as long as the birds remain, because a time will

come in tlie afternoon when they will leave, for good, for

the waters on whicli they feed at night. All who have
closely shot any particular neighbourhood will know that,

if one goes out at daybreak, one will find duck on small,

shallow bits of water which they leave for the larger ^7t(;f/6-

when disturbed either by the early sportsman or by
country folk, cattle, etc., after they get abroad in the

morning. It is for feeding that the birds have visited the

little ponds ; it is for refuge that they seek the bigger
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waters. If one is lucky enougli to find a. jheel where Duck

stay thronghoiit the 24 hours, one can afford to knock off

for lunch on the bank, but a number of boats moving

about on the same water cause great disturbance.

Yjjr^.j,,,^ 4G. Each particular lake should be shot when it is in

coniiitionsof (he l)est condition to retain the ])irds on it. It is obvious
different^

tliat the same water cannot be sliot at the same date every

different year, as rainfall and inundation vary considerably from
times. ypj^i- to yc^ar. At one time there will be too much water

in one place and at another too little : the right time

must be closely watched. Careful treatment, early, of

surrounding smaller and shallower pools will have the

effect of pi-eserving for the close of the season any parti-

cular large and deep water, Thu§, by concentrating

attention before the end of January on the pools B, C, D,

E, etc, etc., on the Map, the large lake A became, in a

year of plentiful water, an asylum for the birds, resulting

in good shooting right up to end of February,

Ireatraent 47. Once one has decided wliich water to shoot, the
of mam

pioblem is twofold, viz., how on the one hand to keep

jiibsidiary the birds on the place winch one is shooting and hoo' to

waters. keep them off the places which one is not. In certain

years, and particularly early in tlie season, there is plenty

of water everywhere and birds disturbed at anyone jAf>e/,

however important, have a number of other spots to go to.

All arrangements in regard to the jheet selected should be

made well in advance. The building of butts on the

water and the making even of roads on the bank upsets

the waterfowl. On some of the hig M'aters fishermen have

licenses to catch fish, and, if complete success is to be

attained, these fishing operations should be suspended for

as long as necessary. Arrangements can be made with

the villagers to keep cattle and men awry from particular

waters at particular times. The shortest way sliould be

taken from the bank to each butt, in order to minimise

disturbance of the water by the boats going to the butts

and this is a point to be remembered in constructing

roads along the shore. Almost as im]»ortant are the

arrangements in regard to tlie waters which are nut to be

shot as part of the grand scheme, A complete survey

should be made of these so that none remains unwatched.

A big slioot has been known to fail because, early in the

day, the birds all left the waters selected and known for

one close by which the organisers of the shoot had omit-

ted or forgotten. Ihiefiy, sufficient, but not more than

sufficient, arrangements snould be made to prevent the

birds from settling on small waters in the neighbourhood.

This is not so easy as it sounds. Experience has shown

that bombers and birds-scarers often show too much zeal
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and start too early in the day. An occasional visit every
half liour from these opei'ators to the jheel which they are
guarding is better than their constant presence with
continuous loud noise. Spectators and persons ready to

pick up wounded birds also prowl about the banks, unless

prevented. Duck Hying in from the big water where the
main slioot is going on see this multitude of interlopers

at the water at which they are seeking refuge and, keeping
high, give it a wide berth. Control is always difficult

and one's arrangements are apt to fall off in the later

period when they would be most eflfective and especially

on a second day. If sliooting begins, sa^'', at 11 A.M.,

bombing and similar demonstrations should not start

till noon and efforts should he made to keep up such
disturbance as late as possible. One or two horsemen
roaming round or a very few men advancing to put up
the birds and then retiring for a time, to advance again
later, are often sufficient. At the small j/ie.eh one or two
hardy sportsmen of the kind that are content with less

comfort than is provided for the occupants of the butts

on the big water will liowever do what is wanted in these

danger-zones much better than unintelligent Indian
assistants. Enough has been said to show that at any
rate ar)-angements should be made to shoot birds where
they are likely, and not where they are unlikely, to be.

Too much reliance should not be placed on information
received from local officials or country people, as both
classes are likely to be reticent or misleading in order to

avoid trouble to themselves, or to think that what has

served one year will necessarily be successful the next.

48. Nothing is more important than the correct num- Number aud
ber and siting of the butts. It is not desirable to put too siting

many butts on any lake. There should be enough to ° ^^ *'

prevent birds lying up undisturbed for long periods but
not so many as to cause such excessive firing that the

birds are prevented from trying to approach the butts

generally or some ])articnlar ones. It is also unnecessary

to say that butts should be placed out of range of each

other. It is disturbing, to say the least of it, to have even

s[)ent shot pattering down on, or around, one. All butts

should be \isited beforehand and any unnecessary ones

eliminated. The birds, when disturbed, or even wlien

flying of their own free will, will lie found to have,

as it were, certain particular roads of their own over

a jheei. These roads usually follow a line of cover, for

the good reason that Duck by day are exposed to the

attacks of all kinds of predatory birds, whom they can

escape by seeking the shelter of trees, bruslies, etc., grow-

ing in the water. There is no more interesting sight

ih.in tliL' b;^haviour by day of the different S[)ecies of duckrf

IL
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Climatic
conditions.

When to

fire

the first

shot.

."ome minor
lioints.

On a big water. Teal and Shoveller can afford lo lie out
in tlie open to some extent, probaldy heeanse falcons and
oMier liirds of prey cannot swoop at cpiarry wliicli is on
the mud or in very shiillow water. Amiss or even a hit
on mother earth would mean their strikinc something
solid m their attack, resulting in damage to the attacker.
The big Duck, including the Mallard, which is the
s[)ecial game of the Peregrine, lurk among the trees in
the deep water, while the various birds of prey, like the
liosts of Midian, prowl and prowl around, sitting in various
attitudes of expectancy on commanding tree tops. Woe
betide the unwary Duck that gives away odds, by a
leisurely flight over the open water, to the Peregrine
or the Laggar. The moral is to site all butts not too
far from continuous cover of the kind above mention-
ed. Butts right out in the open water give poor sport

;

butts in the middle of close cover, on the other hand,
demand quick and clever shooting, since the birds cannot
be seen from a great distance. It is also difficult to
retrieve the wounded birds which fall in thick cover.

49. It is little use to attempt a big, organised shoot
of the kind described in this book on a cold windy day. The
brighter and warmer the weather, the more satisfactory
will be the behaviour of the birds. After a calm night
and a good feed, they will be reluctant to leave the water
they have chosen for the day. On most Indian Game
birds, those indigenous to the Country not excepted,
the Indian sun seems to have a very sedative effect,

whether they be Duck, Snipe, Bustard, Sandgrouse or

Partridge. They feed when it is cool, but want to lie up
when it is hot. In cold windy weather all are restless

and disturbed, and the Duck will start flying liigh almost
as soon as they hear the guns, eventually leaving alto-

gether a jfieei to which they would have stuck under more
favourable climatic conditions.

50. The cream of the shooting comes in tlie first

great rush immediately after the guns open, andnotliing is

more disappointing than to be left out of it owing to

late arrival at a distant place. Calculations for " zero

iiour" should therefore be very carefully made and
Watclies synchronised before starting out. The man who
has the greatest distance to go to reach his butt should
fire the first sliot.

.31. The chapter may suitai)ly close with a few

remaiks on points small in themselves, but all conducive,

if attended to, to comfort or success. Boats, should he

carefully overhauled at the beginning of the season to

discover if they are seaworthy ; anyone, let alone a lady,

is apt to feel uneasy in a leaky boat in deep water.

A wicker stoul. hii'h enough for the average man to sit
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oil witlioat much reducing his view over the sides of liis

shelter, saves fatigue on a long day, ajid, if it is hollow,
of the ordinary Indian mora type, it comes in useful for

holding surplus birds at the end ff the day. But most
sportsmen like to bring in their birds looking presentable
and clean so far as possible, and, to ensure this end, the
writer has found nothing better tiian a simple type
of game-carrier in which the birds are secured one by
one by the Legs-, and not by the //enrfs, to nooses of strono-

twine attached to a stick with a handle to hold it by.

On such sticks twenty to thirty birds can be carried clear
of the ground, or iiung up on the walls of one's butt or
fastened to any vehicle by which the " bag " is sent
home. These sticks are labelled with the name of tlie

Ctuu to whom they belong and greatly facilitate identifi-

cation and rapid counting later. If it is necessary for

the guns to have clothes of '-'protective" colours, much
more necessary is it suitably to equip the boatmen wiio
pick up the birds hit. One boatman in a white turban
is enough to scare birds away from any butt.

52. If all goes well and the hints in this Chapter have Coiiclu.«ion.

succeeded in their object, the results of a big shoot may
well be surprising. " I had often heard of such shoots
in India," wrote a grateful guest and competent shot
after two days in which seventeen guns had accounted
for two thousand three hundred Duck. " I little thought
that I should ever be lucky enough to take part in one."
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KEY No. 2.-BIRDS WITH NAMES THAT HELP TO
IDENTIFICATION.

J'hujlixh. Latin or Greek.

A.— Samex rdatiuy to I'/umdi/e.

Pintail (from tlio peculiar pointed Acuta.

tail-feathers).

Marbled Duck (from the general

colour of tlie plumage).

iled-crested Pochard (see Col. 8,

Key 1).

Garganey Teal

AVhite-eyO'lDuck

Mannarmonetta.

Acuta (from the distinct long,

pointed outer shoulder-
feathers).

Ferruginea (from the deep
reddish-brown head and
neck and surrounding parts).

Tufted Duck (see Col. 8, Key 1) FuUgula (from the black
colour of the upper parts).

B.

—

Names relatinfj to Shape and Coluiir of Beah.

Spotbill (see Col. 5, Key 1)

Shoveller (see Col. o, Key 1)

Marbled Duck

Toecilorhyncus.

Spalula.

A/ir/u^tirosf lis (from the nar-
row bill with tlie two sides

parallel).

C.

—

Name relating to Colour of Eye.

White-eyed Pochard (see Col. 8,

of Key 1).

D.

—

Names relating to Habite

Pochard (generic name for tlie

Diving Ducks) ("Pokard."'

means " diver'" in old English

or Norfolk dialect).

U ad wall

Wigeon (an attempt at repro-

ducing the curious call of tlie

bird, " a sort of whistle by
which you may know them at

any distance '"J.

fitrpferus (from the incessant

cliattor wliicli the birds

kcc]! up wlicn fofdingK
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KEY No. 3.—KIND OK WATER ON WHrCII FOUND.

A — Ubiquiloiii^.

Gadwall.

* Coinnioii Teal.

i'j.— Z)iV(/>s of the Open, iJiujhi Wiittrs.

Ked-crested Pochard.

G.

—

Birds of the Larger Waters.

* Mallard (fairly ubiquitous).

Wigeou (likes turfy banks).

Pintail (doesn't like deep cover).

* Cfarganey ;^often any kind of water).

Marbled Duck (rusli-covered swamps).

Tlie Pochard "1
, „

, . , ,.

Wiiite-eyed Duck j^^^'^" ^^">' ^^^"^^ ^^ '''^^^')'

Tufted Dack (re(|uires cover on banks).

D.

—

Birds cf the Small WaUr-^.

* Spotbill (likes much high cover).

Shoveller (often any kind of water, bar rivers; sticks

to the shores).

A^o^e.—Found also ou rivers.

la
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K?:V No. 4.—PECULTARCTrES OF APPEARANCE.

k.—Lnrge Duck.

Spotbill.—Long neck and uniform grey plumage.

Milliard.—Burly in appearance; male in full plumage

has green neck and white collar.

Shoveller.—Spatula-shaped bill ; wliite breast, lightly

built.

RU-arest-i i Pochard.—Crested head ; white on wings

ail tliik^. -M^re lightly built than Pochards in general.

B.

—

Medium-Sized Duck,

Wigeon.—Wbite on wings and abdomen.

Tufled Duck.—White on wings, abdomen and flanks

blick of heal, tliroat aud uppsr braist, contrasts with white

abdomen. Very compact and tuffy.

C.

—

Small Duck.

White-eyed Duck.—White on wings and abdomen,

whits of abdoniMi coitrast with rusty-red of head and

throat. The smallest of all the Pochards.
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KEY No. 5.—CLASSIFICATIOX ACOORDINa TO SfZE.

The division is into 3 classes, viz.—
A.

—

Large.—20 inches in lengtli and over.

"R ^^Me iiiirn.— 16 inches and over.

C—Small.— Uu(.]ev IG inches.

A.

—

Large.

Spoll)il].

Mallard.

Gadwall.

Pintail.

Shoveller.

Ked-crested Pochard.

B.

—

Mcdiiini.

Wigeon.
Marbled Duck.

The Pochard.

Tufted Duck.

C—Small.

Common Teal,
|

Garganey Teal.

White-eyed Duck.
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KEY No. 7 --INDEX COLOUKlNG OF LOWER PLUM-

AGE, FLANKS (SIDES OF BODY) AND UNDER
TAIL-COVERTS.

1. Hiiving Lower plinnafje and sides of body of one

uniform colour thruughon.l—

Spotbill.

Marbled Duck.

77. llavin;/ lo'ier p'nmdgr. <tnd sidfs of hody different—
All the True Ducks except the Marbled Duck.

The Pochards.

7. II iviiK/ the under tiil-covert> bl(\ck (in the Male).

All the True Ducks (except the Garganey Teal).

II. Having the laii-covtrta barred aciobs—

Marbled Duck.
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KEY No. 8.—CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO
PATTERN OF PRniARY* FEATHERS.

/. FrimarieH uniform frithnvt a fmUprn—
(Spot-bill)

(Marbled DTd^ (^^^i^^^t, or of limited migration.)

//. Primaries with outer iveh of very dark colour and
inner web of a dusky colour ruith dark tip—

All the True Ducks—Highly migratory and rapid
flying.

III. Outer primaries as nz II above, hut inner prima-
ries of same vhite or pale colour as t^peculum but tipped
ivith du.sky—

All the Diving Ducks.

Exception.—The Tufted Duck, called by some a Scaup
Duck, which has inner primaries with outer web white
or much paler than the inner.

* Note.— The '' Primaries "' are tlie first tenor eleven quill
of the wing. Counting from the tip inwards, the first very minute
and difficult to discover. Tliey arise from the finger-joiuts
{'jphalonges) and palm {inetacnrpus).

The " Secondaries " may be taken to mean all the remaiuinc
quills of the wing. They are actually those springing from the
forearm radius and ulna).
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KEY No. 9.—CLASSIFICATION ACCORDINO TO
*SLMILAKLTY OK DISSLMILAIUTY OF THE SEXES.

/. Si'Xe-! niikfi., or nenriy ultke.

Spotbill.

Gradwall.

Marbled Duck.

//. Sexe-i disiiuil If.

The rest.

*NoTE.—Tl>e Diving Ducks sliow, however, rather lef 8 difference

between the isexes than mo-t snrface-feedeis do.
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KEY No. 10. -BIRDS THAT tSHOW MUCH WHITE
WHEN THEY FLY.

W.—On the upper wings.

A.—On the abdomen.

B.—On the breast.

F,—On the flanks.

Sputbill.—W (white outer webs and two secondaries

make a V-shaped bar across the back).

Gadwall.—W (white bar on secondaries) and A
(whitish).

Covunon Ttal.—A.

Wigton.—W (white shoulders) and A.

Pintail.—A, B and Neck.

Giirganey Te<iL—A (^vey W and F).

Shoveller—B.

Red-crested Pochard.—A (white on shoulders, se-

condaries and inner primaries) and F.

The Pochard..—A (speckled white).

White-eyed Duck.—W (white on secondaries and
inner primaries) and B,

Tdfted Duck.—W (white secondaries), A and F.

l;i
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KEY No 11.—CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO
SPEED.

Three clas^^es may he made, viz.

:

—
A.—Very Fast.

H.—Medium P'ast.

C— Fast.

A.— Very Fast.

Pintail.

H.

—

Mcdiiiiii Fast.

Common Teal. |
Gradwall.

Tufted Duck.

Mallard.

Spotbill.

Shoveller'.

Grarganey Teal.

''C.— Fast.

Wigeon.

Marbled Duck.

Red-crebted Pochard.

The Pochard.

White-eyed Duck.

* Note.—There is not much to clioost; iu speed between tlie birds
in Clasrt C, ami the order is not strictly one of merit.
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KFA' X.K 12.—TRICKS OF FLTdHT.

Mallard, Rises with a boiiiid at a wvy small all^le

totlie water and dioppino-. skims with exteii<lod. ilutleving

wings, alicrlitiiig feet lirst.

(7,„/i{,'aa.—Fliglit very rai.id. easy and Teal like.

Common T^rr/.—Flight very rapi.l and tlexible.

Alters elevation witli great rapidity at the impact of the

sound-wave of tlie first barrel. Often flies very bunelied.

Pintail.—Dashing, straightforward flight.

Gargaii e}(.—F\y closely packed.

Marhled /^uc/^.—Flight Teal like, but less flexible

powerful and rapid. Has something of the Gad wall in

it, but wants its ease.

*Red'CresUd Pochard.—Flight strong and heavy.

*NntP--1\\e ffight of all the Poohard.* is more hiirriftd and

irregular and «! 1p.«s lieight, but morp direft tlian tlmt of

the Trup Dncks.
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KEY Nf). 13.—MANNER OF RISING WHEN
SURPRISED

A.

—

Quick (it qetting off the Water.

Mallard.

Gadwall.

Garganey Teal.

Tufted Duck.

B.

—

Medimti <U qettinii off the Wafer.

AVigeoii.
I

Pintail.

C.

—

Slooc at getting off the Water.

All the Pochards. Slioveller.

Spot bill. Marliled Duck.
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KEY No. 14.—EEGULAR FOKMATIOX IN

SYSTEMATIC Fl.IUHT.

A.

—

Bhds tnat Fiy iv Echelon or V Formafinn.

The True Ducks, especially Pintail.—Very regular

formation. clianging position teas than most and

Wiqeoii.— Generally fly in line formation, very close toge-

ther, always irregular and altering much in shape as the

birds liy.

B.

—

Birds fhat Fly En Afasse.

The Pochards.

.4f
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KKY No. 15.—BIRDS THAT .MAKE A DISTINCTIVE

NOISE IX OVEiniKAD FIJGHT.

1. Mallard.—'"Jlis hard :

—

gulls and wiiios give a

wliistliiio Bound."

2. Gnrbnall.— (xoes with a •• swish, swish" overhead.

:i. Common Te-il-—(As for (radwall.)

4. Wiqeon.—^'Peculiar rustling fliglit and wliistles

* whew '."

o. Garqniify Teal.—" ^lies witli a surging liiss, more

even, sustained and rushing tlian any of our other Ducks."

0. Shovel.ter.—" Sound of tlie wings auflible even at

some distance."

7. Bfid-crested Pochard —''A characteristic wing-

rustle, like, but louder and harsher than, that of the

Pochard."

8. Tilt Pochard.— " A peculiar whistling sound."

a Wino'-rustle far more characteristic tlian that of the

White-eye,"

9. Whiir-eiied Duck.—(See under The Pochard.)
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KEY Xo. 1(1.—FEEDING.

A.

—

Mainly Vei/etable Feeder.-

Wiaeon.Spot bill.

Mallard,

(xadwall (partic ulaily

)

Grarganey Teal.

Marbled Duck,

The Pochard.

B.— Mahdy Animal Feeders.

Pintail.
|

Shoveller.

White-eye (in particuhir).

A.— Sometimes Feed on Dry Land.

Wigeon (frequently. | Spotbill.

Commou Teal (rarely).

h.—Feed in—
(i) Deep Water.

The Pochards.

(iij JShaUuu; on surface.

A.

—

Mainly Nocturnat Feeders.

The True Ducky.
j
The Pochard.

B.— Maiidy Diarnai Fteders.

The Pochards other than ttie Pochards.
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KEY Xo. 17.—KOUGH AVEKAGE SIZE OF
FLOCKS.

(As seen on big waters in Upper India.)

A.

—

Big Flocks of One Huudrtd or over.

Gadwall. Garganey Teal.

Common Teal.

Widgeon.
Pintail.

Marbled Duck.

Ked-crested Pochard.

The Pochard.

Tufted Duck.

B.

—

Small Flocks.

Spot bill (sometimes in pairs).

Mallard (ofteu^very small parties).

Shoveller (often pairs and singly).

White-eyed Duck (often pairs and singly).
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KEY No. 18.—DISTINCTIVE NOTES OR CRIES.

Alarm Note. Call Note.

Spotbill.

Like Mallard, but sharper and

emitted with greater force.

Mallard.

Male has a hoarse, faint quack ;

note of female is louder.

Common Tea I.

A subdued quack, Icnake, like Male whi-tles (Finn). A sharp
that of Garganey. krik in both sexes. (Seebohra.)

iVifjeon,

A loud, prolonged whistle or
scream, mee-yu.

Pintail.

Male ; a peculiar soft quack, less

strident than Mallard ; female,

a harsh, unpleasant quack.

Garganey Teal,

A peculiar guttural inward croak,

knake generally once but some-

times twice, both sexes.

Shoveller.

Quacks like a domestic duck, the A guttural puck, puck.

voice of the drake a little

deeper.
Marbled Duck.

A distinct, rather hoarse quack. A low, croaking whistle.

Red-created Pochard.

A deep grating A2<rr.'' Occasionally a sharp, sibilant

note (males only).

The Pochard.

Like that of the White-ej'e, but fA hissing voice,

louder and harsher.

White-eyed Pochard.

A harsh kirr, kere, kirr, uttered

staccato.

Tufted Duck.

Kurr, kurr, the typical Pochard

call, but not so loud as in some.

• Hume says this is also the call-note.

t Note.—Whether this is tlie call or the alarm-note is imt clear.

14
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KEY No. 19.—BEHAVIOUR UNDER FIRE.

A.

—

Shy Birds.

Fintail. Clears oif altogether after .a few shots have

been fired.

Wi^eoH.—(When driven.)

Qarganey 'leal.

Red-cresUd Pochard.

B.

—

More Goiifldeiitial.

ShovelUr.—Hangs ahout the shores till the bitter end.

Tufted Duck.—Will'keep to large pieces of water even

in a fusillade.

White eyed Pochard.- Kee\)fi to cover and often rises

by ones and twos.

Marbled Duck.—Keeps to cover.

Spotbill.

Mallard

Gadiuatl.

Gcmmon Teal.

Pochards other than the Red-crested.
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KEY No. 20.—VERNACULAR NAMES.

Eoglish.

1. Spotbill...

2. Mallard...

3. G&dwall...

4 Co m m o u
Teal.

5. Wigeon.

6. Pintail

7. Gargaiiey
Teal.

8. SliOTcller

9. Warbled
Duck.

10. Red-crest-
ed Pochard.

11. The Pooh-
ard.

United Provinces
Hindi or Hindustani.

Sindhi. Western Panjab.

Garam pai, Grugra,

Bata.

Nilsir

ilila, B e y k h u r
,

*Bluiar.

Kerra, Lohya, kerra
Putari, Souchu-
ruka.

Pea-san, P a t a r i
,

•Pliaria, *Chota
Lalsir.

Sauh, Siuk-par

Cliait-wa, Patari

Tidari, Punana, To- Alipat
kurwala, *Gliirah.

Hunjur

Niroji

Burd

Kardo

Parow

Drighush,
•Kokarali.

Lal-chooncb, Lall-sir Rattoba

Boorar-nur, Lall-sir Rutubah

12. White-eyed Ivarchiya, Boorar Buruu
Duck.

I
Made.

13. Tufted' Dubaru, Ablac, *Rah-
Duck.

I

wara.
Turando ...

Hanjar.

Nil, Nirgi, Missi.

Buliir.

Karra, Karri.

Faraha.

Dargosh.

Tetri.

Grahna.

Chohini, Ghohi.

Ratba, Lal-sir.

Ratba, Toriuda,
Burara.

Buruu, Burara.

Runara, Faraha.

NoiK.—The Impelling in Cols. 2 and 3 is that of "the Game Birds
of British India, etc.," unaltered.

* From the Fauna.
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